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Abstract
Let Go be a semisimple Lie group and let Ko denote a maximal compact subgroup of Go. Let U(g)
be the complex universal enveloping algebra of Go and let U(g)K denote the centralizer of Ko in U(g).
Also let P :U(g) −→ U(k)⊗U(a) be the projection map corresponding to the direct sum U(g) = (U(k)⊗
U(a)) ⊕ U(g)n associated to an Iwasawa decomposition of Go adapted to Ko. In this paper we give a
characterization of the image of U(g)K under the injective antihomomorphism P :U(g)K −→ U(k) ⊗
U(a), considered by Lepowsky in [J. Lepowsky, Algebraic results on representations of semisimple Lie
groups, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 176 (1973) 1–44], when Go = Sp(n,1).
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1. Introduction
Let Go be a connected, noncompact, real semisimple Lie group with finite center, and let Ko
denote a maximal compact subgroup of Go. We denote with go and ko the Lie algebras of Go
and Ko, and k ⊂ g will denote the respective complexified Lie algebras. Let U(g) be the universal
enveloping algebra of g and let U(g)K denote the centralizer of Ko in U(g).
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ing the infinite dimensional representation theory of Go reduce to questions about the structure
and the finite dimensional representation theory of the algebra U(g)K . For example, if π is
an irreducible unitary representation of Ko and ker(π) denotes the kernel of π in U(k), then
Iπ = U(g)K ∩ U(g)ker(π) is a two sided ideal of U(g)K , and there is a bijection between
the set of all irreducible finite dimensional representations of the algebra U(g)K/Iπ and all
the irreducible Harish-Chandra modules of Go that contain π as a K-type (see [19], p. 4 and
[20], Theorem 5.5). In particular, if π = 1 is the trivial representation of Ko, by a theorem of
Harish-Chandra (see [26], Theorems 3.6.6 and [4]) it is known that U(g)K/I1 is isomorphic to a
polynomial ring in r variables, where r is the split rank of Go. This result has been very useful
in dealing with the spherical irreducible representations of Go (see Kostant [16]).
Also, since U(g)K/I1 is isomorphic to the algebra of Go-invariant differential operators on the
symmetric space Go/Ko (see [11], Ch. X, Theorem 6.15), one obtains the structure of this algebra
which plays an important role in the harmonic analysis of Go/Ko. More generally U(g)K/Iπ is
isomorphic to the algebra of all Go-invariant differential operators on the equivariant vector
bundle Eπ over Go/Ko. It is known that this algebra is finitely generated as a module over the
center of U(g) (see [7]), but its full structure is only known in very few cases.
Another instance where U(g)K plays an important role is in the theory of spherical functions
of the pair (Go,Ko), since these functions are parameterized by the irreducible finite dimensional
representations of U(g)K which are continuous with respect to the weak topology defined by the
Ko-central analytic functions on Go (see [9,10] and [21]).
There is no doubt about the importance of the algebra U(g)K . Unfortunately it is a very
complex algebra and few things about its structure are known: For example, if Go is equal to
SO(n,1) or SU(n,1) then U(g)K  Z(g) ⊗ Z(k), where Z(g) and Z(k) denote the centers of
U(g) and U(k), respectively; hence by the famous theorem of Harish-Chandra U(g)K is a poly-
nomial ring. This result was first proved by Cooper in [6] and his proof was later simplified by
Howe in [12]. Also Johnson gave a proof for SU(n,1) in [13]. More generally, Knop (see [15]),
studying actions of reductive groups on algebraic varieties, proved that the center of U(g)K is
always Z(g)⊗Z(k).
In order to contribute to the understanding of U(g)K Kostant suggested to consider the projec-
tion map P :U(g) −→ U(k) ⊗ U(a), corresponding to the direct sum U(g) = (U(k) ⊗ U(a)) ⊕
U(g)n associated to an Iwasawa decomposition g = k ⊕ a ⊕ n adapted to k. In [19] Lepowsky
studied the restriction of P to U(g)K and proved, among other things, that one has the following
exact sequence
0 −→ U(g)K P−→ U(k)M ⊗U(a),
where U(k)M denotes the centralizer of Mo in U(k), Mo being the centralizer of Ao in Ko.
Moreover if U(k)M ⊗U(a) is given the tensor product algebra structure then P becomes an anti-
homomorphism of algebras. Hence to go any further in this direction it is necessary to determine
the image of P . This was accomplished by Tirao in [23] for SO(n,1) and SU(n,1). This result
was later used in [25] to give a new proof of Cooper’s result.
To characterize the image of P for any Go, Kostant and Tirao introduced the subalgebra
(U(k)M ⊗ U(a))W˜ of all elements in U(k)M ⊗ U(a) which commute with certain intertwining
operators (see Eq. (4.1) of [18]), and they showed that the image of U(g)K under P is contained
in (U(k)M ⊗U(a))W˜ (Theorem 3.2 of [18]), however P is not onto (U(k)M ⊗U(a))W˜ . Neverthe-
less an element γ in Z(g) is chosen so that the map Pγ :U(g)K −→ (U(k)M ⊗U(a))W˜ inducedγ γo
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with respect to γo = P(γ ), extends to a surjective anti-isomorphism between the completions of
such localizations with respect to natural valuations on U(g)Kγ and (U(k)M ⊗ U(a))W˜γo (Theo-
rem 7.4 of [18]).
In order to determine the image P(U(g)K), Tirao introduced in [23] a subalgebra B of
U(k)M ⊗ U(a) defined by a set of linear equations derived from certain embeddings between
Verma modules, and considered the subalgebra BW˜ = B∩ (U(k)M ⊗U(a))W˜ . In [23] it is proved
that P(U(g)K) always lies in BW˜ and furthermore, that P(U(g)K) = BW˜ when Go = SO(n,1)
or SU(n,1). We point out that in these two cases BW˜ coincides with the subalgebra BWρ of all
elements in B that are invariant under the tensor product action of W on U(k)M and the translated
action of W on U(a) (see Corollary 3.3 in [18]).
In this paper we show that P(U(g)K) = B when Go = Sp(n,1). We have also improved
the results in [23] when Go = SO(2n,1) or SU(n,1), showing that in these two cases we have
BWρ = B . Hence the following result holds,
Theorem 1.1. If Go is a classical rank one semisimple Lie group, then
P
(
U(g)K
)= {BWρ , if rank(Go) 	= rank(Ko);
B, if rank(Go) = rank(Ko).
The proof that BWρ = B for SO(2n,1) and SU(n,1) will appear elsewhere. We have decided
not to include it here to maintain the length of this paper within a reasonable bound. We point out
that our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows a general pattern in all cases, however at certain points in
the argument it is necessary to look closely at the specific real root structure of Go. Certainly the
case of Sp(n,1) is the most difficult of the three classical groups, it contains all the ingredients
of the proof and exposes all the difficulties that one needs to overcome. Recently we have made
considerable progress towards proving Theorem 1.1 for the exceptional group F4. This confirms
our belief that the above theorem is true for any real rank one semisimple Lie group.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the algebra B and the Kostant
degree d(u) of an element u ∈ U(k)M . The goal of this section is to show that in order to prove
Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to establish that the leading term b˜ = bm ⊗ Zm of an element b =∑m
j=0 bj ⊗ Zj ∈ B ⊂ U(k)M ⊗ U(a) is W -invariant and that d(bm)  m (see Theorems 2.4
and 2.7). The algebra B is defined in terms of a system of linear equations in U(k) (see Eqs. (3)).
In order to deal with this system it is necessary to have a triangularized version of it. This is
achieved in Theorem 2.9.
In Section 3 we recall some known facts about the M-spherical K-modules and prove some
general results that relates the action of k to the Kostant degree of an irreducible M-spherical
K-module (see Propositions 3.9 and 3.11).
Section 4 is devoted to prove that in U(k)m+ there is no highest weight vector of an M-
spherical K-submodule of U(k) (see Corollary 4.10). At certain point of the last section we need
to split the equations of the system (102). The tool for doing this is provided by Theorem 4.1,
which is a generalization of Corollary 4.10. We call the results obtained in this section transver-
sality theorems, they are difficult extensions of previous transversality results for SO(n,1) and
SU(n,1) obtained in [3].
Section 5 is central in the paper. In this section we prove Corollary 5.5 that gives a bound
on the Kostant degree for the coefficients bj of an element b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B . More
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bound is just the starting point of an inductive process that will prove Theorem 2.7. The main
tool for obtaining these Kostant degree estimations is Theorem 5.4.
The last section is the longest one and contains a delicate double inductive argument that starts
with d(bm−j ) 2(m+ j) and ends up proving that the leading term b˜ = bm ⊗Zm of any b ∈ B
is W -invariant and that d(bm)m. It took us a very long time to determine the precise statement
of the propositional functions (87) and (101). In order to carry out the inductive step we derive
from the equations that define the algebra B the system of equation given in Theorem 6.7 and
study the coefficient matrix of this system very thoroughly. To do this we consider this matrix as
a polynomial function on one of its parameters (see (112)). This allows us to compute its determi-
nant and to find all its roots with the corresponding multiplicities (see Theorem 6.15). When the
coefficient matrix is nonsingular the induction step follows. But there are several instances during
the inductive process when it is singular. In this case a careful analysis of the coefficient matrix
indicates which are the equations of the system that have to be substituted to obtain a nonsingular
system of equations. This is performed in the last part of the paper (see Proposition 6.20).
2. The algebra B and the image of U(g)K
Let Go be a connected, noncompact, real semisimple Lie group with finite center as in the
introduction. Let to be a Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra mo of Mo. Set ho = to ⊕ ao and
let h = t⊕ a be the corresponding complexification. Then ho and h are Cartan subalgebras of go
and g, respectively. Choose a Borel subalgebra t⊕m+ of the complexification m of mo and take
b = h ⊕ m+ ⊕ n as a Borel subalgebra of g. Let Δ and Δ+ be, respectively, the corresponding
sets of roots and positive roots of g with respect to h. As usual ρ is half the sum of the positive
roots. Also if α ∈ Δ, Xα will be a nonzero root vector associated to α. Moreover, θ will denote
the Cartan involution, and g = k⊕ p the Cartan decomposition of g corresponding to (Go,Ko).
If 〈,〉 denotes the Killing form of g, for each α ∈ Δ let Hα ∈ h be the unique element such
that φ(Hα) = 2〈φ,α〉/〈α,α〉 for all φ ∈ h∗, and let hR be the real span of {Hα: α ∈ Δ}. Also set
Hα = Yα +Zα where Yα ∈ t and Zα ∈ a, and let P+ = {α ∈ Δ+: Zα 	= 0}.
If α ∈ P+ let aα = {H ∈ a: α(H) = 0}. Then a = aα ⊕ CZα and we can consider the ele-
ments in U(k) ⊗ U(a) as polynomials in Zα with coefficients in U(k) ⊗ U(aα). Now we quote
Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 of [23].
Theorem 2.1.
(i) If α ∈ P+ is a simple root and n ∈ N, for all u ∈ U(g)K , b = P(u) satisfies
P
(
Xn−α
)
(n− Yα − 1)b(n− Yα − 1) ≡ b(−n− Yα − 1)P
(
Xn−α
)
(n− Yα − 1), (1)
where the congruence is mod (U(k)m+ ⊗U(aα)).
(ii) Let B = {b ∈ U(k)M ⊗U(a): (1) holds for all α ∈ P+ simple, n ∈ N}. Then B is a subalge-
bra of U(k)M ⊗U(a).
Corollary 2.2. Let α ∈ P+ be a simple root such that Yα 	= 0. Set Eα = X−α + θX−α . Then for
all n ∈ N and u ∈ U(g)K we have
EnαP (u)(n− Yα − 1) ≡ P(u)(−n− Yα − 1)Enα, (2)
where the congruence is mod (U(k)m+ ⊗U(aα)).
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go associated to λ. We point out that Yα 	= 0 if and only if [g(λ),g(λ)] 	 sl(2,R).
Now we assume that Go is a connected, noncompact real semisimple Lie group, with fi-
nite center and of split rank one. To prove Theorem 1.1 we need to quote a restriction theorem
from [22] as well as Theorem 9 of [23]. To do this we introduce some notation.
Let G be the adjoint group of g and let K be the connected Lie subgroup of G with Lie al-
gebra adg(k). Also let M = CentrK(a), M ′ = Norm(a) and W = M ′/M . If H is a group and
V a finite dimensional H -module over C, let S(V ∗) denote the ring of all polynomial functions
on V , and let S(V ∗)H denote the subring of all H -invariants. Also let Sn(V ∗) denote the cor-
responding homogeneous subspace of S(V ∗) of degree n. We shall need to know the image of
the homomorphism π :S(g∗)K −→ S((k ⊕ a)∗) = S(k∗) ⊗ S(a∗) induced by restriction from g
to k⊕ a.
Let Γ denote the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible holomorphic finite dimensional
K-modules Vγ such that VMγ 	= 0. Any γ ∈ Γ can be realized as a submodule of all harmonic
polynomial functions on p, homogeneous of degree d , for a uniquely determined d = d(γ )
(see [17]). If V is any K-module and γ ∈ Kˆ then Vγ will denote the isotypic component of
V corresponding to γ .
Let C = S(k∗)M and let Cd =⊕S(k∗)Mγ , where the sum extends over all γ ∈ Γ such that
d(γ ) d . Then C =⋃d0 Cd is a nice ascending filtration of C. Now
D =
⊕
d0
(
Cd ⊗ Sd(a∗)
)
is an algebra, precisely the Rees algebra associated to the filtration C =⋃d0 Cd . Moreover D
is stable under the tensor product action of W on S(k∗)M ⊗ S(a∗). Let DW denote the ring of all
W -invariants in D.
Theorem 2.3. (See [22] and [1].) The operation of restriction from g to k ⊕ a induces an iso-
morphism of S(g∗)K onto DW .
Let F = U(k)M and let Fd =⊕U(k)Mγ , where the sum extends over all γ ∈ Γ such that
d(γ ) d . Then F =⋃d0 Fd is an ascending filtration of F . If b ∈ F we define d(b) = min{d ∈
No: b ∈ Fd} and call it the Kostant degree of b.
If 0 	= b ∈ U(k)⊗U(a) we can write b = bm ⊗Zm + · · ·+ b0 in a unique way with bj ∈ U(k)
for j = 0, . . . ,m, bm 	= 0 and Z = Zα for any α ∈ P+ simple. We shall refer to bm (respectively
b˜ = bm ⊗ Zm) as the leading coefficient (respectively leading term) of b and to m as the degree
of b. Also, let 0 be the leading coefficient and the leading term of b = 0.
Let (U(k)M ⊗ U(a))W denote the ring of W -invariants in U(k)M ⊗ U(a), under the tensor
product action of the Weyl group. Now we rephrase Theorem 9 of [23] in the following way.
Theorem 2.4. In the rank one case the following statements are equivalent:
(i) For any b ∈ B such that its leading term b˜ is W -invariant there exists u ∈ U(g)K such that
P(u) = b.
(ii) For any b ∈ B such that its leading term b˜ = bm ⊗Zm is W -invariant then d(bm)m.
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which follows from Theorem 4.5 of [18] and from the proof of Theorem 9 of [23].
Proposition 2.5. If b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ P(U(g)K) then its leading term b˜ = bm ⊗ Zm ∈
(U(k)M ⊗U(a))W and d(bm)m.
Now using Theorem 2.3 and taking a close look at the following diagram (which is only
commutative at the highest degree level)
U(g)n
σn
P
Sn(g∗)
π
(U(k)⊗U(a))n
σno
Sn((k⊕ a)∗),
we prove the following result.
Proposition 2.6. If b˜ = bm ⊗ Zm ∈ (U(k)M ⊗ U(a))W and d(bm)  m, then there exits u ∈
U(g)K such that b˜ is the leading term of b = P(u).
Proof. We refer the reader to Section 3 of [23] for the unexplained notation. The proof is
by induction on β(˜b) = ρo(˜b) − m  0. If β(˜b) = 0 then b˜ ∈ (C ⊗ Um(a))W and σmo (˜b) ∈
(C ⊗ Sm(a∗))W . Thus from Theorem 2.3 there exists ξ ∈ Sm(g∗)K such that π(ξ) = σno (˜b). Let
w = σ−1(ξ) ∈ U(g)Km . Now σmo (F (w)) = σmo (˜b) and σmo (P˜ (w)) = σmo (F˜ (w)) = ˜σmo (F (w)) =
σmo (˜b). Therefore ρo(P˜ (w)− b˜) < m which implies that P˜ (w) = b˜.
Now assume that β(˜b) > 0 and that the proposition is true for all a˜ = am ⊗ Zm ∈ (U(k)M ⊗
U(a))W such that β(˜a) < β(˜b). If n = ρo(˜b) then, by hypothesis, σno (˜b) ∈ (Cm ⊗ Sm(a∗))W .
Thus from Theorem 2.3 there exists ξ ∈ Sn(g∗)K such that π(ξ) = σno (˜b). Let w = σ−1(ξ) ∈
U(g)Kn . Now as before we have σno (P˜ (w)) = σno (˜b). Therefore ρo(˜b − P˜ (w)) < ρo(˜b). If
b˜ = P˜ (w) we are done, if not a˜ = b˜ − P˜ (w) ∈ (U(k)M ⊗ U(a))W (cf. [18], Theorem 4.5),
d(˜a)m from Theorem 2.4 and β(˜a) < β(˜b). By the inductive hypothesis there is v ∈ U(g)K
such that a˜ = P˜ (v). Then u = v + w ∈ U(g)K and P˜ (u) = b˜. This completes the proof of the
proposition. 
Finally we observe that to prove Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to establish the following result.
Theorem 2.7. If b ∈ BWρ when rank(Go) 	= rank(Ko) or if b ∈ B when rank(Go) = rank(Ko),
then its leading term b˜ = bm ⊗Zm ∈ (U(k)M ⊗U(a))W and d(bm)m.
From now on we shall assume that Go is a connected, noncompact real semisimple Lie group,
with finite center and of split rank one, not locally isomorphic to SL(2,R). Then, as we pointed
out before, for any simple root α ∈ P+ we have Yα 	= 0. Therefore the algebra B (see Theorem 2.1
and Corollary 2.2) is the set of all b ∈ U(k)M ⊗U(a) that satisfy
Enαb(n− Yα − 1) ≡ b(−n− Yα − 1)Enα (3)
mod (U(k)m+), for all simple roots α ∈ P+ and all n ∈ N.
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U(k) is abelian. This makes things sufficiently simple so that the theorem can be proved by direct
computations.
In what follows we shall write u ≡ v instead of u ≡ v mod (U(k)m+), for any u,v ∈ U(k).
The next result was proved in Lemma 29 of [23] for Go of any rank.
Lemma 2.8. Let α ∈ P+ be a simple root. Set Hα = Yα +Zα (Yα ∈ t, Zα ∈ a) and c = α(Yα). If
λ = α|a and m(λ) is the multiplicity of λ, then c = 1 when 2λ is not a restricted root and m(λ)
is even, or when m(λ) is odd, and c = 32 when 2λ is a restricted root and m(λ) is even.
Then in the rank one case c = 1 when 2λ is not a restricted root, and c = 32 when it is. To
simplify the notation set E = Eα , Y = Yα and Z = Zα for any simple root α ∈ P+. Notice that
[E,Y ] = cE where c is as in Lemma 2.8. Also keep in mind that E is m+-dominant, because
Eα = X−α + θX−α and α is a simple root in P+.
We shall find it convenient to identify U(k) ⊗ U(a) with the polynomial ring in one variable
U(k)[x], replacing Z by the indeterminate x. To study Eq. (3) we shall change the unknown
b(x) ∈ U(k)[x] by c(x) ∈ U(k)[x] defined by
c(x) = b(x +H − 1), (4)
where H = 0 if c = 1, and when c = 32 , H is an appropriate vector in t to be chosen later,
depending on the simple root α ∈ P+ and such that [H,E] = 12E. Now if Y˜ = Y + H , we have
[E, Y˜ ] = E. This is the main reason for introducing H , because it allows to treat (3) in a unified
way in both cases, c = 1, 32 .
Then b(x) ∈ U(k)[x] satisfies (3) if and only if c(x) ∈ U(k)[x] satisfies
Enc(n− Y˜ ) ≡ c(−n− Y˜ )En (5)
for all n ∈ N. Observe that (5) is an equation in the noncommutative ring U(k).
Now we introduce the following notation. If p is a polynomial in one indeterminate x with
coefficients in a ring, then p(n) will denote the nth discrete derivative of p. In particular p(1)(x) =
p(x + 12 ) − p(x − 12 ) and in general p(n)(x) =
∑n
j=0(−1)j
(
n
j
)
p(x + n2 − j). If p = pmxm +· · · + p0, then
p(n)(x) =
{
0, if n >m,
m!pm, if n = m. (6)
Also, if X ∈ k we shall denote with X˙ the derivation of U(k) induced by ad(X). Moreover if
D is a derivation of U(k) we shall denote with the same symbol the unique derivation of U(k)[x]
which extends D and such that Dx = 0. Thus for b ∈ U(k)[x], b = bmxm + · · · + b0, we have
Db = (Dbm)xm + · · · + (Db0). Observe that these derivations commute with the operation of
taking the discrete derivative in U(k)[x].
The following theorem is a consequence of a more abstract and general result (see [2]). In
this theorem we obtain a triangularized version of the system (5) that defines the algebra B . The
meaning of this will be clarified after the statement of the theorem.
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(i) Enc(n− Y˜ ) ≡ c(−n− Y˜ )En (n ∈ N0).
(ii) E˙n+1(c(n))( n2 + 1 − Y˜ )+ E˙n(c(n+1))( n2 − 12 − Y˜ )E ≡ 0 (n ∈ N0).
Moreover, if c ∈ U(k)[x] is a solution of one of the above systems, then for all ,n ∈ N0 we have
(iii) (−1)nE˙(c(n))(−n2 + − Y˜ )En − (−1)E˙n(c())(− 2 + n− Y˜ )E ≡ 0.
Observe that if c ∈ U(k)[x] is of degree m and c = cmxm + · · · + c0, then all equations of
the system (ii) corresponding to n > m are trivial, because c(n) = 0. Moreover the equation
corresponding to n = m reduces to E˙m+1(cm) ≡ 0, and more generally the equation associated
to n = j only involves the coefficients cm, . . . , cj . In other words the system (ii) is a triangular
system of m+ 1 linear equations in the m+ 1 unknowns cm, . . . , c0.
Since we are going to use equations (iii) of Theorem 2.9, it is convenient to consider a basis
{ϕn}n0 of C[x] that behaves well under the discrete derivative. Then let {ϕn}n0 be the basis of
C[x] defined by,
(i) ϕ0 = 1,
(ii) ϕ(1)n = ϕn−1 if n 1,
(iii) ϕn(0) = 0 if n 1.
The existence and uniqueness of the family {ϕn}n0 follows inductively from conditions (i),
(ii) and (iii) above. Moreover it is easy to prove that such a family is given explicitly by
ϕn(x) = 1
n!x
(
x + n
2
− 1
)(
x + n
2
− 2
)
· · ·
(
x − n
2
+ 1
)
, n 1.
It is worth observing that the leading term of ϕn is xn/n!.
3. The M-spherical K-modules
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 1.1 when Go is locally isomorphic to
Sp(n,1). To do this we shall prove that Theorem 2.7 holds, hence we need to show that for
any b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B we have d(bm)  m and that its leading term b˜ = bm ⊗ Zm
is invariant under the Weyl group W = M ′o/Mo of (Go,Ko). Since in this case the nontrivial
element of W can be represented by an element in M ′o which acts on g as the Cartan involution,
to prove the second assertion it is enough to show that m is even.
Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1), with n  2. The corresponding Dynkin–Satake
diagram of g is
     < 
α0 α1 αn−1 αn
.
It is well known that we can choose an orthonormal basis {i}ni=0 of h∗R in such a way that
αi = i − i+1 if 0  i  n − 1, αn = 2n, σ0 = 1, σ1 = 0, and σi = −i if 2  i  n. From
the diagram we obtain that
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P+ = {0 ± j , 1 ± j : 2 j  n} ∪ {20,21, 0 + 1},
P− = {i ± j : 2 i < j  n} ∪ {2i : 2 i  n} ∪ {0 − 1},
where P− denotes the set of roots in Δ+(g,h) that vanish on a. Hence P− = Δ+(m, t) and from
this it is clear that m  sp(n− 1,C)⊕ sp(1,C).
In this case we have t = ker(0 + 1) and μ = 0 + 1 is the only root in P+ that vanishes
on t. Then Hμ = Zμ ∈ a. We choose a root vector Xμ in such a way that 〈Xμ,θXμ〉 = 1 and
define X−μ = θXμ. Then the ordered set {Hμ,Xμ, θXμ} is an s-triple. This choice characterizes
Xμ up to a sign. In order to fix this sign we observe that for any choice of nonzero vectors Xα1
and X−α1 we have [Xμ,θXα1] = tXα1 and [Xμ,X−α1] = −tθX−α1 with t2 = 1. Then we can
choose Xμ in such a way that
[Xμ,θXα1] = −Xα1 and [Xμ,X−α1 ] = θX−α1 . (7)
Now we consider the Cayley transform χ of g defined by
χ = Ad
(
exp
π
4
(θXμ −Xμ)
)
. (8)
It is easy to check that
Ad
(
exp t (θXμ −Xμ)
)
Hμ = cos(2t)Hμ + sin(2t)(Xμ + θXμ),
thus χ(Hμ) = Xμ + θXμ. On the other hand, since μ|t = 0, χ fixes all elements of t. Therefore
hk = χ(t⊕ a) = t⊕ C(Xμ + θXμ) ⊂ k is a Cartan subalgebra of both g and k.
For any φ ∈ h∗ we define φ˜ ∈ h∗k by φ˜ = φ ·χ−1. Then Δ(g,hk) = {˜α: α ∈ Δ(g,h)} and gα˜ =
χ(gα). Since ad(k) preserves the Cartan decomposition g = k ⊕ p, the root spaces are contained
either in k or in p. A root α˜ ∈ Δ(g,hk) is said to be compact (respectively noncompact) if gα˜ ⊂ k
(respectively gα˜ ⊂ p). Let Δ(k,hk) and Δ(p,hk) denote, respectively, the sets of compact and
noncompact roots. In order to determine these sets we establish the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. The following hold:
(i) θ · χ = χ−1 · θ ,
(ii) α˜ ∈ Δ(g,hk) is compact (respectively noncompact) if and only if θ(Xα) = χ2(Xα) (respec-
tively θ(Xα) = −χ2(Xα)),
(iii) μ˜ is noncompact,
(iv) if α ∈ Δ(g,h) is strongly orthogonal to μ then χ(Xα) = Xα .
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definition of χ and the fact that {Hμ,Xμ, θXμ} is an
s-triple. 
Now since the roots αi for 2  i  n are roots of m and they are strongly orthogonal to μ,
Lemma 3.1 implies that α˜i for 2  i  n are compact roots. Also since θ(Xα0) = Xα0 and
χ2(Xα ) = −Xα we get that α˜0 is a noncompact root. Finally, since Xμ was chosen in such0 0
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From this it follows that
Δ(k,hk) =
{±(˜i ± ˜j ): 0 i < j  n; i, j 	= 1}∪ {±2˜i : 0 i  n},
Δ(p,hk) =
{±(˜0 ± ˜1),±(˜1 ± ˜i ): 2 i  n}.
Next we construct a particular Borel subalgebra bk = hk ⊕ k+ of k that will be very useful later
on to describe the set Γ of all equivalence classes of irreducible finite dimensional holomorphic
K-modules Vγ such that VMγ 	= 0, as well as some of the properties of each γ ∈ Γ (see Propo-
sition 3.9). For more details on the construction of the subalgebra bk and its relation with Γ we
refer the reader to [5].
Observe that α1 = 1 −2 is the only simple root in P+. As in the previous section we consider
the vector Eα1 = X−α1 + θX−α1 and set E = Eα1 . Let H+ ∈ tR be such that α(H+) > 0 for all
α ∈ Δ+(m, t). We shall say that H+ is a k-regular vector if in addition α(H+) 	= 0 for all α with
α˜ ∈ Δ(k,hk). Since μ is the only root in Δ+(g,h) that vanishes on t and since μ˜ is a noncompact
root, it follows that k-regular vectors exist. Given a k-regular vector H+ we consider the positive
system
Δ+(k,hk) =
{
α˜ ∈ Δ(k,hk): α(H+) > 0
}
.
Now if λ0 = α1|a is the simple restricted root and H+ is a k-regular vector we consider the
following set
P+(λ0)− =
{
α ∈ P+: α|a = λ0 and α(H+) < 0
}
.
Definition 3.2. A positive system Δ+(k,hk) defined by a k-regular vector H+ is said to be com-
patible with E if α − α1 is a root for every α ∈ P+(λ0)− such that α 	= α1.
For go  sp(n,1), with n  2, the k-regular vectors are all of the form H+ =
(t0,−t0, t2, . . . , tn) with t0 > 0, t2 > t3 > · · · > tn > 0 and t0 	= tj for every j  2. Different
vectors H+ define different positive systems and they depend only on how many j  2 satisfy
tj > t0. If either t0 > t2 or t2 > t0 > t3 the positive systems obtained are both compatible with E,
however the positive systems obtained when t3 > t0 are not compatible with E. From now on
we fix a k-regular vector H+ = (t0,−t0, t2, . . . , tn) with t0 > t2 > t3 > · · · > tn > 0. Then the
corresponding positive system is
Δ+(k,hk) = {˜i ± ˜j : 0 i < j  n; i, j 	= 1} ∪ {−2˜1,2˜i : 0 i  n, i 	= 1}.
Let bk = hk ⊕ k+ be the associated Borel subalgebra. The Dynkin diagram corresponding to
this positive system is
      < 
−2˜1 ˜0 − ˜2 ˜2 − ˜3 ˜n−1 − ˜n 2˜n
(9)
therefore k  sp(1,C)⊕ sp(n,C). Moreover by direct inspection of Δ(p,hk) it follows that p is
an irreducible k-module with highest weight ˜0 − ˜1.
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and θ stable and that its real form g˜o = go ∩ g˜ be isomorphic to sp(2,1). This subalgebra will be
very useful since most of the calculations will depend on it.
Observe that ν = 20 is the maximal root in Δ+(g,h). Let g˜ be the complex Lie subalgebra of
g generated by the nonzero root vectors X±α0 = X±(0−1), X±α1 = X±(1−2) and X±(νθ+2α1) =
X±22 . Then g˜ is a simple Lie algebra stable under σ and θ . Therefore g˜ is the complexification of
the real subalgebra g˜o = go ∩ g˜ and g˜ = k˜⊕ p˜ is a Cartan decomposition of g˜, where k˜ = k∩ g˜ and
p˜ = p∩ g˜. Moreover h˜ = (t∩ g˜)⊕ a is a Cartan subalgebra of g˜ and m˜ = m∩ k˜ is the centralizer
of a in k˜. The Dynkin–Satake diagram of g˜o is
 < 
0 − 1 1 − 2 22
.
Thus g˜o  sp(2,1).
Since μ ∈ Δ(˜g, h˜) the root vectors Xμ and θXμ are in g˜, hence g˜ is stable under the Cayley
transform χ of (g,h). Moreover the restriction of χ to g˜ is the Cayley transform associated to
(˜g, h˜). Let h˜k = χ(˜h) = hk ∩ k˜, then h˜k is a Cartan subalgebra of k˜ and g˜.
The positive system Δ+(k,hk), in the set of compact roots Δ(k,hk), determines a positive
system Δ+(˜k, h˜k) = {˜α|h˜k ∈ Δ(˜k, h˜k): α˜ ∈ Δ
+(k,hk)} in Δ(˜k, h˜k). If we set γ1 = ν˜ + α˜θ1 = ˜0 −
˜2, γ2 = −ν˜θ − 2α˜1 = 2˜2 and δ = ν˜θ = −2˜1 it follows that {γ1, γ2, δ} is a system of simple
roots in Δ+(˜k, h˜k) and the Dynkin diagram is
 < 
δ γ1 γ2
.
Thus k˜  sp(1,C) × sp(2,C). Notice that Δ+(˜k, h˜k) = {γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, δ}, where γ3 = γ1 +
γ2 = −α˜θ1 = ˜0 + ˜2 and γ4 = 2γ1 + γ2 = ν˜ = 2˜0. These roots and their corresponding root
vectors, suitably normalized, will play a crucial role in what follows.
A simple calculation shows that χ(θX−α1) =
√
2
2 E, thus E is a root vector in k˜
+ cor-
responding to the root γ3. Then we set Xγ3 = E. Now fix a nonzero root vector Xα0 and
set Xν = [Xμ,Xα0]. Using that [X−μ,Xν] = 2Xα0 ∈ m+ ∩ k˜ = m˜+ it is easy to show that
[Xμ, [Xμ,θXν]] = 2Xν . From this it follows that χ(Xν) = 12 (2Xα0 +Xν + θXν) and χ(θXν) =
1
2 (−2Xα0 + Xν + θXν). Hence we can define Xγ4 and Xδ in such a way that Xγ4 − Xδ ∈ m˜+.
Observe that this fact determines the pair {Xγ4,Xδ} up to a constant. Moreover it is easy to see
that m˜+ is generated by {Xγ2,Xγ4 −Xδ}. For any such a pair {Xγ4,Xδ} choose H4 ∈ [kγ4, k−γ4 ]
and Hδ ∈ [kδ, k−δ] in such a way that γ4(H4) = 2 and δ(Hδ) = 2, and normalize X−γ4 and X−δ
so that {H4,Xγ4,X−γ4} and {Hδ,Xδ,X−δ} become s-triples. Then, since γ4(Hδ) = δ(Hγ4) = 0,
it follows that {H4 +Hδ,Xγ4 −Xδ,X−γ4 −X−δ} is an s-triple.
In order to simplify the notation from now on we shall set X±1 = X±γ1 , X±2 = X±γ2 ,
X±3 = X±γ3 , X±4 = X±γ4 and X = Xδ . Let H1 ∈ [kγ1, k−γ1] be such that γ1(H1) = 2. Then
we normalize X1 and X−1 in such a way that {H1,X1,X−1} becomes an s-triple. Next normal-
ize X2 and X4, and accordingly Xδ (so that X4 −Xδ ∈ m˜+), in such a way that
[X1,X2] = E and [X1,E] = X4. (10)
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[X−1,E] = 2X2 and [X−1,X4] = 2E. (11)
Now choose H2 ∈ [kγ2, k−γ2] such that γ2(H2) = 2 and normalize X−2 so that {H2,X2,X−2}
becomes an s-triple. Observe that [kγ2 , k−γ2] ⊂ t because 22 is a root of m strongly orthogonal
to μ. Then, since γ1(H2) = −1, if we define H = 12H2 we obtain a vector H ∈ t such that
H˙ (E) = 12E. This vector H is the one introduced abstractly in the change of variables (4). Also,
since δ(H2) = 0, we have [X,H ] = 0.
As in the previous section set Z = Zα1 , Y = Yα1 and Y˜ = Y + H . From Lemma 2.8 it
follows that E˙(Y ) = 32E, hence E˙(Y˜ ) = E. Now observe that [Y,X] = ν(Y )X. On the other
hand, since ν(Hα1) = 0, we have ν(Y ) = −ν(Z) = −1 because ν|a = 2α1|a and α1(Z) = 12 (see
Lemma 2.8). Therefore X˙(Y ) = X from where it follows that X˙(Y˜ ) = X.
If 0 	= b(x) ∈ U(k)[x] and c(x) ∈ U(k)[x] is defined by c(x) = b(x + H − 1), where H is
as above, we shall find it convenient to write, in a unique way, b =∑mj=0 bjxj with bj ∈ U(k),
bm 	= 0, and c =∑mj=0 cjϕj with cj ∈ U(k). Here {ϕn}n0 is the basis of C[x] defined in Sec-
tion 2. The following lemma establishes the relation between the coefficients bj and cj .
Lemma 3.3. Let b =∑mj=0 bjxj ∈ U(k)[x] and set c(x) = b(x+H −1). Then, if c =∑mj=0 cjϕj
with cj ∈ U(k) we have
ci =
m∑
j=i
bj tij , 0 i m, (12)
where
tij =
i∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
i
k
)(
H + i
2
− 1 − k
)j
. (13)
Thus tij is a polynomial in H of degree j − i, in particular tii = i!.
Proof. On the one hand we have
ci = c(i)(0) =
m∑
j=0
bj
(
(x +H − 1)j )(i)(0) = m∑
j=i
bj tij ,
where we set tij = ((x + H − 1)j )(i)(0). Now the lemma follows from (6) and the formula for
the nth discrete derivative given right before (6). The other statements are clear. 
The first of the following two lemmas follows from a direct application of Poincaré–Birkhoff–
Witt theorem and the second one is a consequence of the fact that E˙(H) = − 12E.
Lemma 3.4. Let u ∈ U(k) and X ∈ k − m+ be such that X˙(m+) ⊂ m+. Then, if n ∈ N and
uXn ≡ 0 we have u ≡ 0.
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E˙j−i (tij ) =
(
−1
2
)j−i
j !Ej−i .
Theorem 3.6. If b = bm ⊗Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B , then E˙m+1(cj ) ≡ 0 for all 0 j m.
Proof. Since b ∈ B , c satisfies the system of equations (i) of Theorem 2.9 with Y˜ = Y + H .
Therefore c satisfies equations (iii) of Theorem 2.9 for all ,n ∈ No. Hence, since c(m+1) = 0, if
we consider  = m + 1 in equation (iii) of Theorem 2.9 and we use Lemma 3.4 with X = E we
obtain
m∑
j=n
E˙m+1(cj )ϕj−n
(
2m+ 2 − n
2
− Y˜
)
≡ 0, (14)
for 0  n m. Now, taking into account that right multiplication by Y˜ leaves invariant the left
ideal U(k)m+ because Y˜ ∈ t, (14) together with decreasing induction on n starting from n = m
gives that E˙m+1(cj ) ≡ 0. 
Corollary 3.7. If b = bm ⊗Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B , then E˙2m+1−j (bj ) ≡ 0 for all 0 j m.
Proof. For j = m the assertion follows directly from Theorem 3.6 since cm = m!bm (Lem-
ma 3.3). Now we proceed by decreasing induction on j . Thus let 0  j < m and assume that
E˙2m+1−k(bk) = 0 for all j < k  m. Then, since m + 1 < 2m + 1 − j , using Leibnitz rule,
Lemma 3.5 and the inductive hypothesis we obtain
E˙2m+1−j (cj ) = E˙2m+1−j
(
m∑
k=j
bktjk
)
= j !E˙2m+1−j (bj ).
Since E˙2m+1−j (cj ) ≡ 0 the proof of the corollary is completed. 
For later reference we now rewrite equation (iii) of Theorem 2.9. Observe that given
b =∑mj=0 bjxj ∈ B and c(x) = b(x +H − 1) it follows from Theorem 3.6 that equation (iii) of
Theorem 2.9 is satisfied if either  >m or n >m. Moreover such equation is trivial when  = n.
Also note that the equation corresponding to (n, ) is the same as that one corresponding to (, n).
Theorem 3.8. Let b =∑mj=0 bjxj ∈ U(k)[x] and c(x) = b(x + H − 1). If c =∑mj=0 cjϕj with
cj ∈ U(k) and 0 ,n we set
(,n) = (−1)n
∑
nim
E˙(ci)ϕi−n
(
−n
2
+ − Y˜
)
En
− (−1)
∑
im
E˙n(ci)ϕi−
(
−
2
+ n− Y˜
)
E.
Then, if b ∈ B we have (,n) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) for all 0 ,n.
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i=k ciϕi−k for all 0 k m. 
In order to proceed any further with our argument we collect in the following proposition the
results that we need about the representations in Γ . Also, since we are mainly concerned with
those representations γ ∈ Γ that occur as subrepresentations of U(k) we set
Γ1 =
{
γ ∈ Γ : γ is a subrepresentation of U(k)}. (15)
Proposition 3.9. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n  2 and let bk = hk ⊕ k+ be
the Borel subalgebra of k defined at the beginning of this section. Then m+ ⊂ k+ and E is a root
vector in k+. Moreover:
(i) For any γ ∈ Kˆ let ξγ denote its highest weight. Then, γ ∈ Γ if and only if ξγ = k2 (γ4 + δ)+
γ3 with k,  ∈ No. In this context we write γ = γk,, ξγ = ξk, and Vk, for the correspond-
ing representation space. Also we shall refer to any v ∈ VMk, as an M-invariant element of
type (k, ).
(ii) For any γk, ∈ Γ we have d(γk,) = k + 2.
(iii) If γ ∈ Γ we have γ ∈ Γ1 if and only if ξγ = ξk, with k even.
(iv) For any γk, ∈ Γ we have XkE(VMk,) = V k
+
k, and XpEq(VMk,) = {0} if and only if p > k
or p + q > k + .
For a proof of this proposition we refer the reader to [5]. In fact, the construction of the Borel
subalgebra bk is contained in Section 3 of [5] and the statements in (i), (ii) and (iv) follow from
Proposition 4.4, Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 5.3 of [5]. On the other hand (iii) is a consequence
of well known general facts. We point out that some of these facts where first established in [14],
others where proved in [3] and in [5] they were generalized to any real rank one semisimple Lie
group.
Lemma 3.10. If u is a dominant vector in the irreducible finite dimensional {H1,X1,X−1}-
module Vn of dimension n+ 1, then for all 0 i  j  n we have
X
j−i
1 X
j
−1(u) =
j !(n− i)!
i!(n− j)!X
i
−1(u). (16)
In the following proposition we prove several results that will be very useful throughout the
rest of this paper, specially in Section 5 where we establish, under certain hypothesis, a bound
for the Kostant degree of an element b ∈ U(k)M .
Proposition 3.11. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n 2. Let γk, ∈ Γ and let Vk,
be a K-module in the class γk,. If 0 	= v ∈ VMk, then:
(i) v =∑ki=0 vi , with vi a nontrivial vector of weight 12 (k − 2i)(γ4 − δ) with respect to hk.
Moreover
vi = (i!)2(k!)−2
(
k
i
)
Xk−i4 X
k−i
−δ (vk), (17)
for 0 i  k.
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dimension k + 1 generated by any nontrivial highest weight vector of Vk,. Moreover the
vector Xk−jE+j (v) has weight ξk, − jγ1 and we have:
X1X
k−jE+j (v) = (j + )
2
Xk−j+1E+j−1(v), 0 j  k, (18)
X−1Xk−jE+j (v) = 2(j + 1)(k − j)
+ j + 1 X
k−j−1E+j+1(v), 0 j  k, (19)
and
X
j
−1(uk,) = 2j j !
(
k
j
)(
+ j

)−1
Xk−jE+j (v), 0 j  k, (20)
where uk, is the highest weight vector XkE(v).
Proof. First of all from Proposition 3.9(i) it follows that given representations γr,s and γr ′,s′ in
Γ we can realize the representation γr+r ′,s+s′ as the Cartan product of γr,s and γr ′,s′ . In fact, let
Vr,s and Vr ′,s′ be K-modules in the classes γr,s and γr ′,s′ , respectively. If we choose 0 	= w ∈ VMr,s
and 0 	= w′ ∈ VM
r ′,s′ then w ⊗w′ ∈ (Vr,s ⊗ Vr ′,s′)M and
w ⊗w′ = w′′ + · · · , w′′ ∈ VMr+r ′,s+s′ ,
the dots stand for M-invariant elements of type (i, j) with either i < r + r ′ or i+j < r + r ′ + s+
s′. The only thing we have to prove is that w′′ 	= 0, and this follows, in view of Proposition 3.9(iv),
from
Xr+r ′Es+s′(w′′) = Xr+r ′Es+s′(w ⊗w′) =
(
r + r ′
r
)(
s + s′
s
)
XrEs(w)⊗Xr ′Es′(w′) 	= 0.
(i) By direct inspection of Δ(p,hk) it follows that p is an irreducible K-module with highest
weight ξ1,0 = 12 (γ4 +δ) = ˜0 − ˜1. On the other hand pM = CHμ, and a simple calculation shows
that Hμ = −Xμ˜ − X−μ˜ where Xμ˜ = χ(Xμ) and X−μ˜ = χ(θXμ). Therefore the hk-weights of
any M-invariant element of type (1,0) are ±μ˜ = ± 12 (γ4 − δ).
We consider now the representation class γ0,1 with highest weight ξ0,1 = γ3 and let 0 	= v ∈
VM0,1. Then v is a vector of weight zero because the only hk-weights that vanish on t are multiples
of μ˜ and ξ0,1 − cμ˜ cannot be written as a sum of positive roots for any value of c 	= 0.
Since any representation in the class γk, ∈ Γ can be realized as the Cartan product of repre-
sentations in the classes γk,0 and γ0,, it follows that the weights of any 0 	= v ∈ VMk, are contained
in { 12 (k − 2i)(γ4 − δ): i = 0, . . . , k}.
Our next goal is to show that all these weights do occur in v. Write v =∑ki=0 vi where vi is
a vector of weight 12 (k − 2i)(γ4 − δ). Then, since the root vectors X4, X = Xδ and E commute
with each other and X −X4 ∈ m, for every 0 j  k we have
0 	= XkE(v) = Xj4Xk−jE(v) =
k∑
X
j
4X
k−jE(vi). (21)i=0
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ξk, = k2 (γ4 + δ) + γ3 for every 0  j  k. Now, since the vector Xj4Xk−jE(vi) in (21) has
weight ξk, + (i − j)(δ − γ4), we conclude that vi 	= 0 for every 0 i  k.
We shall now prove the second assertion of (i). Let 0 	= v ∈ VMk, and write v =
∑k
i=0 vi where
vi is a nontrivial vector of weight 12 (k − 2i)(γ4 − δ). We note that
m+ = 〈{X˜i±˜j : 2 i < j  n} ∪ {X2˜i : 2 i  n} ∪ {X4 −Xδ}〉, (22)
where 〈X〉 denotes the linear space spanned by the set X. For any root φ in Φ = {˜i ± ˜j : 2
i < j  n} ∪ {2˜i : 2 i  n} choose Xφ , X−φ and Hφ in such a way that {Hφ,Xφ,X−φ} is an
s-triple. Also recall that {H4 +Hδ,X4 −Xδ,X−4 −X−δ} is an s-triple. Then we have
m =
⊕
φ∈Φ
〈{Hφ,Xφ,X−φ}〉⊕ 〈{H4 +Hδ,X4 −Xδ,X−4 −X−δ}〉. (23)
Since v is M-invariant we have X4(v) = Xδ(v), hence comparing weights in this equality we
obtain that
X4(vi) = Xδ(vi−1) (24)
for 1 i  k, and
X4(v0) = Xδ(vk) = 0. (25)
For further reference we observe that (24) and (25) imply that
Xk+14 (vk) = XkδX4(v0) = 0. (26)
Also, since {Hδ,Xδ,X−δ} is an s-triple, it follows that
XδX
j
−δ = jXj−1−δ (Hδ − j + 1)+Xj−δXδ (27)
for every j  1.
Now consider the element v˜ ∈ Vk, defined as follows,
v˜ =
k∑
i=0
ciX
k−i
4 X
k−i
−δ (vk)
where ci = (i!)2(k!)−2
(
k
i
)
for 0 i  k. Our next objective is to show that v˜ ∈ VMk,. Let φ ∈ Φ ,
since X±φ(v) = 0, it follows that X±φ(vk) = 0. Then, since X±φ commute with X4 and X−δ ,
we obtain that X±φ(˜v) = 0. Hence v˜ is annihilated by the s-triple {Hφ,Xφ,X−φ}.
Now using (25), (26), (27), and the fact that γ4(Hδ) = δ(H4) = 0 it follows that
(X4 −Xδ)(˜v) =
k−1∑(
ci+1 − (k − i)(i + 1)ci
)
Xk−i4 X
k−i
−δ (vk) = 0,i=0
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is a vector of weight 12 (k − 2i)(γ4 − δ) for 0  i  k and (γ4 − δ)(H4 + Hδ) = 0, it follows
that (H4 +Hδ)(˜v) = 0. Hence v˜ is annihilated by {X4 −Xδ,H4 +Hδ,X−4 −X−δ}. Therefore it
follows from (23) that v˜ ∈ VMk,. Then, since dim(V Mk,) = 1, we have v˜ = cv where c ∈ C. Now,
since the components of weight − k2 (γ4 − δ) in v˜ and v are the same, we conclude that c = 1 and
therefore vi = ciXk−i4 Xk−i−δ (vk) for 0 i  k, as we wanted to prove.
(ii) We begin by proving (18) and the statement about the weights of the vectors Xk−jE+j (v)
where 0 j  k. Our approach will consist in establishing first these results for the K-modules
in the classes γk,0 and γ0, of Γ , and then extending them to every class γk, by realizing a
K-module in γk, as the Cartan product of a K-module in γk,0 and a K-module in γ0,.
Observe that for any K-module in γk, the equality (18) always holds for j = 0 since, in view
of Proposition 3.9(iv), the left hand side as well as the right hand side of (18) are equal to zero.
This observation also apply to the statement about the weight of Xk−jE+j (v) when j = 0, since
in this case XkE(v) is a k+-highest weight vector. In particular this implies that (18) as well as
the weight statement hold for any K-module in γ0,.
Consider now a K-module in γk,0 and let 0 	= v ∈ VMk,0. We shall prove by induction on k ∈ N
that (18) holds for γk,0 and that Xk−jEj (v) is a vector of weight ξk,0 − jγ1. Let us consider first
k = 1. Then we need to show that
X1E(v) = 12X(v), (28)
for any v ∈ VM1,0. Since v is M-invariant we have X(v) = X4(v), hence using (10) we conclude
that proving (28) is equivalent to showing that
X1E(v) = −EX1(v), (29)
for any v ∈ VM1,0.
Since p is an irreducible K-module in Γ with highest weight ξ1,0 = ˜0 − ˜1, we can assume
that V1,0 = p. Then pM = C(Xμ˜ + X−μ˜) and we may take v = Xμ˜ + X−μ˜ where μ˜ = ˜0 + ˜1.
Also recall that X1 = Xγ1 and E = Xγ3 where γ1 = ˜0 − ˜2 and γ3 = ˜0 + ˜2. Then Eq. (29), and
therefore (28), is equivalent to[
Xγ1, [Xγ3 ,X−μ˜]
]= −[Xγ3, [Xγ1 ,X−μ˜]]. (30)
We know that there exists c 	= 0 such that[
Xγ1 , [Xγ3,X−μ˜]
]= c[Xγ3, [Xγ1 ,X−μ˜]]. (31)
Now, since [Xμ˜,Xγ1] = [Xμ˜,Xγ3] = 0, multiplying (31) on the left by Xμ˜ we obtain[
Xγ1,
[
Xμ˜, [X−μ˜,Xγ3]
]]= c[Xγ3, [Xμ˜, [X−μ˜,Xγ1 ]]]. (32)
Then, since [Xμ˜, [X−μ˜,Xγ3 ]] = Xγ3 and [Xμ˜, [X−μ˜,Xγ1]] = Xγ1 , we conclude that c = −1
which proves (30), and therefore the proof of (28) is complete. We observe now that E(v) =
[Xγ3 ,X−μ˜] is a weight vector with respect to hk and that, in view of (28), its weight is equal to
ξ1,0 − γ1 as we wanted to prove. This completes the case k = 1.
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Xk−jEj (v) have weight ξk,0 − jγ1 for every 0  j  k. We realize the K-module γk+1,0 as
the Cartan product of γk,0 and γ1,0, that is we take Vk+1,0 to be the irreducible submodule of
Vk,0 ⊗ V1,0 with highest weight ξk,0 + ξ1,0 = ξk+1,0. Choose nontrivial elements v′ ∈ VMk,0, v′′ ∈
VM1,0 and let v denote the isotypic component of v
′ ⊗ v′′ in VMk+1,0. For 0 j  k + 1 we have
Xk+1−jEj (v) = Xk+1−jEj (v′ ⊗ v′′)
= jXk+1−jEj−1(v′)⊗E(v′′)+ (k + 1 − j)Xk−jEj (v′)⊗X(v′′). (33)
Now applying X1 to (33) and using that (18) holds for the K-modules γk,0 and γ1,0 we obtain
X1X
k+1−jEj (v) = j (j − 1)
2
Xk+2−jEj−2(v′)⊗E(v′′)
+ j (k + 2 − j)
2
Xk+1−jEj−1(v′)⊗X(v′′) = j
2
Xk+2−jEj−1(v),
as we wanted to prove. This completes the proof of (18) for any K-module γk,0. Also formula
(33) together with the inductive hypothesis and the results obtained for the K-module γ1,0 imply
that the vector Xk+1−jEj (v) has weight ξk+1,0 − jγ1 for every 0 j  k.
Let us consider now a K-module γk, ∈ Γ with k,  ∈ N. Realize γk, as the Cartan product
of γk,0 and γ0,. Choose nontrivial elements v′ ∈ VMk,0, v′′ ∈ VM0, and let v denote the isotypic
component of v′ ⊗ v′′ in Vk,. We know that v 	= 0 and that v ∈ VMk,. Also for 0 j  k we have
Xk−jE+j (v) =
(
+ j

)
Xk−jEj (v′)⊗E(v′′). (34)
Now, using that (18) holds for γk,0 and that E(v′′) is a k+-dominant vector, we obtain that
X1X
k−jE+j (v) = j
2
(
+ j

)
Xk+1−jEj−1(v′)⊗E(v′′) = 1
2
(+ j)Xk+1−jE+j−1(v),
which proves (18) for any K-module γk, in Γ . On the other hand it follows from (34) that
Xk−jE+j (v) is a vector of weight ξk,0 + ξ0, − jγ1 = ξk, − jγ1, as we wanted to prove.
Consider now any K-module γk, ∈ Γ with k,  ∈ N0, 0 	= v ∈ VMk, and set uk, = XkE(v).
In view of Proposition 3.9(iv) uk, is a k+-dominant vector of weight ξk,. Now for any 0 j  k
the vectors Xj−1(uk,) and Xk−jE+j (v) have both weight ξk, − jγ1. Since γ1 is a simple root
the weight space corresponding to ξk, − jγ1 has dimension one. Then there exists a nontrivial
constant c such that
X
j
−1(uk,) = cXk−jE+j (v). (35)
Now, applying Xj1 to (35) and using Lemma 3.10 and (18), we obtain that c = 2j j !
(
k
j
)(
+j

)−1
,
completing the proof of (20). This also implies that {Xk−jE+j (v): 0  j  k} is a basis of
the {H1,X1,X−1} irreducible module of dimension k + 1 generated by the highest weight vec-
tor uk,.
Finally (19) is a direct consequence of (20). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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Our next goal is to establish several transversality results that will allow us to deal with the
congruence modulo the left ideal U(k)m+ that occurs in the definition of the algebra B .
Let q+ be the linear span of {Xα: α ∈ Δ+(k,hk) and α 	= γ1}. Since γ1 is a simple root in
Δ+(k,hk) it follows that q+ is a subalgebra of k+. We are interested in considering vectors
v ∈ U(k)q+ of weight ξ = aγ1 + bγ2 + cδ with a, b, c ∈ Z. Two examples of such vectors are
the following: v = X˙t−1(u) and v =
∑
j0 ujE
j
, where u,uj ∈ U(k) are k+-dominant weight
vectors of irreducible K-modules in Γ1, uj 	= 0 only for a finite number of j ’s, and v is a weight
vector.
The proof of the following theorem will be the consequence of several results that will be
proved in what follows.
Theorem 4.1. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n  2 and let v ∈ U(k)q+ be a
vector of weight ξ = aγ1 + bγ2 + cδ where a, b, c ∈ Z. Then v ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) if and only if
v ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2).
We assume from now on that n > 2, the case n = 2 will be considered later. Let hr = ker(γ1)∩
ker(γ2)∩ ker(δ), and let q be the subalgebra of k defined as follows
q = q+ ⊕ hr ⊕ q− (36)
where
q− = 〈{X−α: Xα ∈ q+ and [Xα,X−α] ∈ hr}〉.
Recall that the simple roots in Δ+(g,hk) are α˜i = ˜i − ˜i+1 for 0 i  n − 1 and α˜n = 2˜n.
Also it follows from (9) that the set of simple roots in Δ+(k,hk) is Π = {δ, γ1, α˜2, . . . , α˜n}. Then,
if for each α ∈ Π we let Hα ∈ [kα, k−α] be such that α(Hα) = 2, it is easy to see that
hr =
〈{Hα˜i : 3 i  n}〉. (37)
From this it follows that
q− = 〈{X−(˜i±˜j ): 3 i < j  n} ∪ {X−2˜i : 3 i  n}〉. (38)
Lemma 4.2. Let q be the subalgebra of k defined in (36). Then there exists a semisimple sub-
algebra r and a nilpotent subalgebra u of q such that q = r ⊕ u, [r,u] ⊂ u and hr is a Cartan
subalgebra of r. Also, if we set l = m+ ∩ u we have [r, l] ⊂ l and there exists a positive system of
roots Δ+(r,hr) such that m+ = r+ ⊕ l.
Proof. We define
r = 〈hr ∪ {X±(˜i±˜j ): 3 i < j  n} ∪ {X±2˜i : 3 i  n}〉
and
u = 〈{X˜ +˜ ,X˜ ±˜ ,X˜ ±˜ : 3 j  n} ∪ {X4,X,X2}〉.0 2 0 j 2 j
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gebra of k, [r,u] ⊂ u and it follows from (36) and (38) that q = r ⊕ u. It is also clear that hr is a
Cartan subalgebra of r and that
Δ+(r,hr) = {˜i ± ˜j : 3 i < j  n} ∪ {2˜i : 3 i  n} (39)
is a positive system of Δ(r,hr). Moreover from (22) it follows that
l = 〈{X˜2±˜j : 3 j  n} ∪ {X2,X4 −X}〉.
Then m+ = r+ ⊕ l. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let Q be the connected Lie subgroup of K with Lie algebra q. Also let R and U be the
connected Lie subgroups of Q with Lie algebras r and u, respectively, and let L be the connected
Lie subgroup of U with Lie algebra l. Then L is a unipotent subgroup of K and, in view of
Lemma 4.2, R normalizes L.
Now, in order to proceed any further, we need to state the following result of Tirao; we refer
the reader to [24] for its proof. Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group over C and let g be
its Lie algebra. Let Gˆ denote the set of all equivalence classes of holomorphic irreducible finite
dimensional representations of G and let Vπ denote a fixed G-module in the class π for each
π ∈ Gˆ. If U is a connected unipotent subgroup of G and u denotes its Lie algebra we have,
Theorem 4.3. Let a ∈ U(g). Then a ∈ U(g)u if and only if π(a)(V Uπ ) = 0 for every π ∈ Gˆ.
Let R and L be the connected Lie subgroups of K defined above. As a corollary of Theo-
rem 4.3 we obtain the following result, which allows to reduce a congruence mod (U(k)m+) to
a congruence mod (U(k)l).
Proposition 4.4. We have
U(k)R ∩U(k)m+ = U(k)R ∩U(k)l.
Proof. Let a ∈ U(k)R ∩ U(k)m+. In view of Theorem 4.3 we need to show that π(a)(V Lπ ) = 0
for every π ∈ Kˆ . Fix π ∈ Kˆ , since R normalizes L, V Lπ is an R-module. Let W ⊂ V Lπ be an
irreducible R-module and let w ∈ W be a nonzero r+-dominant vector, with respect to the posi-
tive system defined in Lemma 4.2. Since a ∈ U(k)R the map π(a) :W −→ V Lπ is R-equivariant.
Hence ker(π(a)) = 0 or W . Now, since m+ = r+ ⊕ l, we have π(X)w = 0 for every X ∈ m+.
Then, since a ∈ U(k)m+, it follows that π(a)w = 0 with w 	= 0. This implies that π(a)(W) = 0
for every irreducible R-module W ⊂ V Lπ , thus π(a)(V Lπ ) = 0 as we wanted to prove. 
The next proposition will be proved by applying the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt theorem several
times. Before starting with this part of the argument we state a very general lemma. We refer the
reader to Lemma 3.5 of [3] for a proof of this result.
Let k be a finite dimensional complex Lie algebra and let l be a subalgebra of k. If {X1, . . . ,Xr}
is an ordered basis of l we complete it to an ordered basis {Y1, . . . , Ys,X1, . . . ,Xr} of k. Then if
I = {i1, . . . , is} and J = {j1, . . . , jr} we set Y IXJ = Y i1 × · · · × Y iss ×Xj1 × · · · ×Xjrr in U(k).1 1
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ak =
∑
aI,j1,...,jkY
IX
j1
1 · · ·Xjkk for k = 1, . . . , r.
We now define a certain subalgebra s of k that will be very useful in what follows. Let
{H˜j : 0  j  n} ⊂ hk be the dual basis of {˜j : 0  j  n} and set Hs = H˜2 − H˜1. Then, if
centrk(Hs) denotes the centralizer of Hs in k we define
s = centrk(Hs)⊕
∑
α˜(Hs)<0
kα˜, (40)
where kα˜ is the root space corresponding to the root α˜ ∈ Δ(k,hk). Now using the explicit de-
scription of k+ given at the beginning of this section and that of l given in Lemma 4.2 it is easy
to verify that,
k = s⊕ CX−1 ⊕ CE ⊕ l. (41)
Next we introduce the following notation Sj = X˜2+˜j and Tj = X˜2−˜j where 3  j  n.
Then we have
l = 〈{Sj , Tj : 3 j  n} ∪ {X2,X4 −X}〉. (42)
We assume that the root vectors Sj and Tj are normalized in such a way that [Sj , Tj ] = X2 for
every 3 j  n. Also by direct inspection it follows that all the other brackets among the basis
elements of l are zero.
Now it follows from (11) that
[X−1,X4 −X] = 2E and [X−1,E] = 2X2. (43)
On the other hand, direct inspection shows that the brackets between X−1 (respectively E) and
all the remaining basis elements of l are zero.
If {Z1, . . . ,Zp} is an ordered basis of s, in view of (41) the following set
{Z1, . . . ,Zp,X−1,E,S3, . . . , Sn, T3, . . . , Tn,X2,X4 −X} (44)
is an ordered basis of k. In order to simplify the notation and motivated by Lemma 4.5 we define
Uj (k), for 3  j  n, as the subspace of U(k) formed by those elements whose monomials,
when written in the Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt basis of U(k) corresponding to (44), end with Sj
or before. Similarly, for 3  j  n, we define Uj(k) as the subspace of U(k) formed by those
elements whose monomials end with Tj or before. Also, let U2(k) denote the subspace of U(k)
formed by those elements whose monomials end with X2 or before. We are now in position to
establish the following result.
Proposition 4.6. If Q is the subgroup of K introduced before, we have
U(k)Q ∩U(k)l = U(k)Q ∩U(k)〈{X2,X4 −X}〉.
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v =
n∑
j=3
ajSj +
n∑
j=3
bjTj + cX2 + d(X4 −X),
where aj ∈ Uj (k), bj ∈ Uj (k), c ∈ U2(k) and d ∈ U(k). Our objective in this proof is to show that
aj = bj = 0 for every 3 j  n. For this purpose we set Vj = X˜0−˜j for every 3 j  n. Then
Vj ∈ centrk(Hs) ⊂ s, thus V˙j (U(s)) ⊂ U(s). From the definition of u in Lemma 4.2 it follows
that Vj ∈ u ⊂ q. Hence V˙j (v) = 0. Also, using (43), it is easy to see that Vj can be normalized in
such a way that
V˙j (Sj ) = E and V˙j (X−1) = 2Tj , (45)
for every 3 j  n. On the other hand, by direct inspection it follows that V˙j (Si) = 0 if i 	= j ,
V˙j (Ti) = 0 for every 3 i, j  n and V˙j (E) = V˙j (X2) = V˙j (X4 −X) = 0 for every 3 j  n.
Now assume that {j : aj 	= 0} is not empty and set r = min{j : aj 	= 0}. Then it follows from
(45) and from the action of V˙r on the other basis elements of l that
0 = V˙r (ar )Sr + arE +
n∑
j=r+1
V˙r (aj )Sj +
n∑
j=3
V˙r (bj )Tj
+ V˙r (c)X2 + V˙r (d)(X4 −X). (46)
On the other hand, since [Sj , Tj ] = X2 for every 3 j  n, it follows that
TjS
k
j = Skj Tj − kSk−1j X2 (47)
for every 3  j  n. Then using (45) and (47) it is easy to verify that for every j  r we have
V˙raj = u0 + u1Tr + u2X2 where ui ∈ Uj (k) for i = 0,1,2. Similarly, for every 3  j  n one
obtains V˙rbj = v0 + v1Tr + v2X2 where vi ∈ Uj (k) for i = 0,1,2. Also (45) and (47) imply
that V˙r (U2(k)) ⊂ U2(k). Using all this information in (46), together with Poincaré–Birkhoff–
Witt theorem, we conclude that every monomial of ar must contain Sr , that is ar = a′rSr with
a′r ∈ Ur(k). Therefore we have
v = a′rS2r +
n∑
j=r+1
ajSj +
n∑
j=3
bjTj + cX2 + d(X4 −X).
Applying V˙r to v again, the same argument gives that every monomial of a′r must contain Sr ,
that is a′r = a′′r Sr . Hence ar = a′′r S2r . Now by induction we conclude that ar is a multiple of any
power of Sr . This implies that ar = 0, which is contradiction. Therefore we have aj = 0 for every
3 j  n. Hence
v =
n∑
bjTj + cX2 + d(X4 −X). (48)
j=3
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centrk(Hs) ⊂ s, and from the definition of u it follows that Wj ∈ u ⊂ q. Hence W˙j (v) = 0
and W˙j (U(s)) ⊂ U(s) for every 3  j  n. Also, as before, it is easy to see that Wj can be
normalized in such a way that
W˙j (Tj ) = E and W˙j (X−1) = −2Sj , (49)
for 3  j  n. Also by direct inspection it follows that W˙j (E) = W˙j (X2) = W˙j (X4 − X) = 0
for every 3 j  n.
Assume that {j : bj 	= 0} is not empty and set r = min{j : bj 	= 0}. Then it follows from (48),
(49) and from the action of W˙r on the other basis elements of l that
0 = W˙r(br )Tr + brE +
n∑
j=r+1
W˙r (bj )Tj + W˙r (c)X2 + W˙r(d)(X4 −X). (50)
From the above description of the action of W˙r it follows that W˙r(Uj (k)) ⊂ Uj (k) for every
j  r and W˙r (U2(k)) ⊂ U2(k). Then (50) together with Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt theorem imply
that (W˙rbr )Tr +brE = 0, which in turns implies that every monomial of br must contain Tr , that
is, br = b′rTr with b′r ∈ Ur(k). Hence
v = b′rT 2r +
n∑
j=r+1
bjTj + cX2 + d(X4 −X).
Applying W˙r to v again we obtain W˙r(b′r )Tr + 2b′rE = 0, from where it follows that b′r = b′′r Tr
with b′′r ∈ Ur(k). Hence br = b′′r T 2r . Now by induction we conclude that br is a multiple of any
power of Tr . This implies that br = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore we have that bj = 0
for every 3 j  n. Hence v = cX2 + d(X4 −X), as we wanted to prove. 
Lemma 4.7. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n 2 and let 〈{X2,X4 −X}〉 be the
abelian subalgebra of m+ spanned by {X2,X4 −X}. Then if v ∈ U(k)〈{X2,X4 −X}〉 is a weight
vector we have v ∈ U(k)X2.
Proof. We find it convenient to take as an ordered basis of k one of the following form
{X−1, . . . ,X−m,H1, . . . ,H,X1, . . . ,Xm−3,X4,X2,X4 −X},
where X−j is a negative root vector for each 1  j  m, {H1, . . . ,H} is a basis of hk and Xj
are positive root vectors such that they are not multiples of X4,X2 or X, for all 1 j m − 3.
By hypothesis we may assume that v is a vector of weight λ and that can be written, in a unique
way, as
v = aX2 +
p∑
bj (X4 −X)j ,
j=1
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vector X4 −X. Moreover we can certainly assume that p  1 and that bp 	= 0. Then
v = aX2 +
p∑
j=1
bjX
j
4 +
p∑
i=1
(−1)i
(
p∑
j=i
(
j
i
)
bjX
j−i
4
)
Xi. (51)
If we look at the summand bpXp expressed as a sum of PBW-monomials we observe that bp =
dλ−pδ is an element in U(k) of weight λ − pδ and such that all its PBW-monomials do not
include the basis vector X4 −X. Similarly, if p > 1 and we look at the summand (
(
p
p−1
)
bpX4 +
bp−1)Xp−1 we see that dλ−(p−1)δ =
(
p
p−1
)
bpX4 + bp−1 is a vector of weight λ − (p − 1)δ
all whose PBW-monomials do not include the basis vector X4 − X. Thus bp−1 = dλ−(p−1)δ −(
p
p−1
)
bpX4. Now by decreasing induction on j we can prove that there exists a unique sequence
{dλ−jδ}, 1 j  p, of elements dλ−jδ ∈ U(k) such that
bj =
p−j∑
r=0
(−1)r
(
j + r
r
)
dλ−(j+r)δXr4. (52)
Moreover dλ−(j+r)δ is a vector of weight λ − (j + r)δ such that all its PBW-monomials do
not include the basis vector X4 − X. In fact (52) is true for j = p. Now assume that for each
1 < i  p we have a unique dλ−jδ , with the stated properties, such that
bj =
p−j∑
r=0
(−1)r
(
j + r
r
)
dλ−(j+r)δXr4. (53)
If we look at the summand (−1)i−1(∑nj=i−1 ( ji−1)bjXj−i+14 )Xi−1 in (51) we realize that
dλ−(i−1)δ =
p∑
j=i−1
(
j
i − 1
)
bjX
j−i+1
4
is a vector of weight λ − (i − 1)δ and all its PBW-monomials do not include the basis vector
X4 −X. Thus
dλ−(i−1)δ = bi−1 +
∑
ijp
0rp−j
(
j
i − 1
)
(−1)r
(
j + r
r
)
dλ−(j+r)δXr+j−i+14 . (54)
If we introduce a new summation index k = r + j we get
dλ−(i−1)δ = bi−1 +
∑
ikp
0rk−i
(
k − r
i − 1
)
(−1)r
(
k
r
)
dλ−kδXk−i+14
= bi−1 +
∑
(−1)k−i
(
k
i − 1
)
dλ−kδXk−i+14 , (55)ikp
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∑
0rk−i (−1)r
(
k−r
i−1
)(
k
r
)= (−1)k−i( k
i−1
)
.
Therefore
bi−1 =
∑
i−1kp
(−1)k−i+1
(
k
i − 1
)
dλ−kδXk−i+14
=
∑
0rp−i+1
(−1)r
(
i − 1 + r
r
)
dλ−(i−1+r)δXr4, (56)
as we wanted to prove.
Now we want to express (51) in terms of the weight vectors dλ−jδ instead of the vectors bj .
We have
p∑
j=i
(
j
i
)
bjX
j−i
4 =
∑
ijp
0rp−j
(
j
i
)
(−1)r
(
j + r
r
)
dλ−(j+r)δXj+r−i4
=
∑
ikp
( ∑
0rk−i
(−1)r
(
k − r
i
)(
k
r
))
dλ−kδXk−i4
= dλ−iδ, (57)
since
∑
0rk−i
(−1)r
(
k − r
i
)(
k
r
)
=
{
0, if k > i,
1, if k = i.
On the other hand we have,
p∑
j=1
bjX
j
4 =
∑
1jp
0rp−j
(−1)r
(
j + r
r
)
dλ−(j+r)δXj+r4
=
∑
1kp
( ∑
0rk−1
(−1)r
(
k
r
))
dλ−kδXk4
=
∑
1kp
(−1)k−1dλ−kδXk4 . (58)
Now using (57) and (58) we obtain
v = aX2 +
∑
1kp
(−1)k−1dλ−kδXk4 +
∑
1ip
(−1)idλ−iδXi. (59)
We observe that each term dλ−kδXk4 is a vector of weight λ+k(γ4 −δ) 	= λ for 1 k  p. There-
fore, each PBW-monomial of these terms must cancel with a corresponding PBW-monomial
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plies that dλ−kδ = ckX2, since X2 and X4 commutes. Thus we finally obtain
v =
(
a +
∑
1kp
(−1)k−1ckXk4 +
∑
1ip
(−1)kciXi
)
X2.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us consider first n = 2. In this case we have m+ = 〈{X2,X4 − X}〉,
then the theorem follows from a direct application of Lemma 4.7. Now let n > 2 and let v be as
in Theorem 4.1. It follows from the definition of the group Q that v ∈ U(k)Q. On the other hand,
since R ⊂ Q, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that U(k)Q ∩U(k)m+ = U(k)Q ∩U(k)l. Hence, if
moreover v ∈ U(k)m+, from Proposition 4.6 it follows that v ∈ U(k)Q ∩ U(k)〈{X2,X4 − X}〉.
Finally, since v is a weight vector, Lemma 4.7 implies that v ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2), as we wanted
to prove. 
Corollary 4.8. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n  2. Let v = X˙t−1(u) or v =∑
j0 ujE
j be a vector of weight λ = aγ1 + bγ2 + cδ, where u,uj ∈ U(k) are k+-dominant
weight vectors of irreducible K-modules in Γ1 and uj 	= 0 only for a finite number of j ’s. Then
v ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) if and only if v ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2).
Remark. The only hypothesis needed on the uj is that they are q+-dominant.
The following two results are derived by restricting our attention to the subalgebra g˜o 
sp(2,1).
Proposition 4.9. Let u,v ∈ U(k) be dominant vectors for the s-triple {H1,X1,X−1}. If u+vE ≡
0 mod (U(k)X2) then u = v = 0.
Proof. Let u+ vE = wX2 for some w ∈ U(k). Then applying X˙1 successively we obtain
vX4 = X˙1(w)X2 +wE (60)
and
0 = X˙k1(w)X2 + kX˙k−11 (w)E +
k(k − 1)
2
X˙k−21 (w)X4, (61)
for every k  2. If k is sufficiently large we have X˙k1(w) = 0. But then from (61), by decreas-
ing induction on k, we get that w = 0. Thus from (60) we obtain v = 0 and therefore u = 0,
completing the proof of the proposition. 
From Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.9 the following corollary follows.
Corollary 4.10. Let u ∈ U(k) be a k+-dominant vector of weight λ = aγ1 + bγ2 + cδ where
a, b, c ∈ No. Then u ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) implies u = 0.
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show that (−1)jΔj ≡ E2j mod (U(k)X2).
Lemma 4.11. Let {ηj : j ∈ N0} be a sequence in U(k) such that ηj 	= 0 only for a finite number
of j ’s, X˙1(ηj ) = 0 for every j ∈ N0 and ∑j0 ηjEj ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2). Then∑
i0
η2iE
2i ≡ 0 and
∑
i0
η2i+1E2i+1 ≡ 0,
where in both cases the congruence is mod (U(k)X2).
Proof. Let η˜0 =∑i1(−1)i+1η2iΔi and η˜1 =∑i1(−1)i+1η2i+1Δi . We shall first show that
η˜0 + η˜1E +
∑
j2
ηjE
j ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2). (62)
In fact,
η˜0 +
∑
i1
η2iE
2i =
∑
i1
η2i
(
(−1)i+1Δi +E2i)≡ 0 (63)
and similarly
η˜1E +
∑
i1
η2i+1E2i+1 =
∑
i1
η2i+1
(
(−1)i+1ΔiE +E2i+1)≡ 0, (64)
where in both cases the congruence is mod (U(k)X2). Hence (62) follows.
Now, since
∑
j2 ηjE
j ≡ −η0 − η1E mod (U(k)X2), from (62) we obtain
(η˜0 − η0)+ (η˜1 − η1)E ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)X2
)
. (65)
On the other hand, since X˙1(Δ) = 0 it follows that X˙1(η˜0) = X˙1(η˜1) = 0. Thus from Propo-
sition 4.9 we obtain that η˜0 = η0 and η˜1 = η1. Going back to (63) and (64) we get that∑
i0 η2iE
2i ≡ 0 and ∑i0 η2i+1E2i+1 ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2), as we wanted to prove. 
5. An estimate of the Kostant degree
Our next objective is to prove a theorem that gives a bound on the Kostant degree of the
coefficients bj of an element b = bm ⊗Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B . This bound will be the starting point
of an inductive process that will lead to the proof of Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 5.1. Let u ∈ U(k) be a nonzero dominant vector of weight n for the s-triple
{H1,X1,X−1} and such that X˙t+1−1 (u) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) for some t ∈ No. Then
(i) n 2t ,
(ii) if t  n we have u = vXn−t4 where v is a dominant vector of weight 2t − n for the s-triple{H1,X1,X−1}.
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successively we obtain
nu = X˙1(w)X2 +wE (66)
and
0 = X˙k1(w)X2 + kX˙k−11 (w)E +
k(k − 1)
2
X˙k−21 (w)X4, (67)
for every k  2. If k is sufficiently large we have X˙k1(w) = 0. But then from (67), by decreasing
induction on k, we get that w = 0. Thus from (66) we obtain n = 0 which proves (i) in this case.
On the other hand, since n = t = 0 (ii) holds.
Take now t  1 and suppose that (i) and (ii) are true for t − 1, and that X˙t+1−1 (u) = wX2. We
may assume that t < n since the statements we want to prove are obviously true for t  n. Then
applying X˙1 successively we obtain
X˙t+11 X˙
t+1
−1 (u) = X˙t+11 (w)X2 + (t + 1)X˙t1(w)E +
(t + 1)t
2
X˙t−11 (w)X4, (68)
and
0 = X˙k1(w)X2 + kX˙k−11 (w)E +
k(k − 1)
2
X˙k−21 (w)X4, (69)
for every k  t + 2. If k is sufficiently large we have X˙k1(w) = 0. But then from (69), by decreas-
ing induction on k, we get that X˙t1(w) = 0. Thus from (68) and Lemma 3.10 we obtain u = u′X4.
It is clear that u′ is a dominant vector of weight n− 2 for the s-triple {H1,X1,X−1}.
By induction on k it follows that
X˙k−1(u) = X˙k−1(u′)X4 + 2kX˙k−1−1 (u′)E + 2k(k − 1)X˙k−2−1 (u′)X2. (70)
Therefore
0 ≡ X˙k−1(u′)X4 + 2kX˙k−1−1 (u′)E mod
(
U(k)X2
)
, (71)
for all k  t +1. If k is sufficiently large we have X˙k−1(u′) = 0. But then from (71), by decreasing
induction on k, we get that X˙t1(u
′) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2). Thus from the inductive hypothesis
applied to u′ we obtain n− 2 2(t − 1), which is equivalent to (i). Also, since t − 1 n− 2 we
get u′ = vXn−t−14 where v is a dominant vector of weight 2t − n for the s-triple {H1,X1,X−1}.
Hence u = vXn−t4 as we wanted to prove. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Next we consider the roots {˜2 ± ˜j : 3  j  n} ⊂ Δ+(k,hk). For each φ ∈ {˜2 ± ˜j : 3 
j  n} we fix nonzero root vectors Xφ and X−φ . The proof of the following lemma follows by
induction.
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X−φ with φ ∈ {˜2 ± ˜j : 3 j  n}. Then for every 0 k   we have
Y˙ k
(
X2
)= wX−k2 , (72)
for some w ∈ U(k).
Theorem 5.3. Let u ∈ U(k) be a nonzero k+-dominant vector of weight λ = (i + )(γ4 + δ) +
jγ3 where i, j,  ∈ No. Let V2(i+),j be the irreducible K-module generated by u and let b ∈
VM2(i+),j . Then, if u = vX4 with v ∈ U(k) we have
E˙2i++j+1(b) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2). (73)
Proof. We shall first show that X˙2(i+)−1 (u) = aX2 for a nonzero vector a ∈ U(k). Let us observe
that v and X4 are, respectively, k
+
-dominant vectors of weights 2i and 2 with respect to the
s-triple {H1,X1,X−1}. Then, using Leibnitz’s rule and the fact that
X˙2−1
(
X4
)= 2(2)!X2 and X˙2+1−1 (X4)= 0,
we obtain
X˙
2(i+)
−1 (u) =
2(i+)∑
t=2
(
2(i + )
t
)
X˙
2(i+)−t
−1 (v)X˙
t
−1
(
X4
)
= 2(2)!
(
2(i + )
2
)
X˙2i−1(v)X

2 = aX2,
where a ∈ U(k) is nonzero.
If  = 0 in view of Proposition 3.9(iv) we have E˙2i+j+1(b) = 0, hence (73) holds. Therefore
from now on we shall assume that  1. Now from Proposition 3.11(i) it follows that
E˙2i++j+1(b) =
−1∑
r=0
wr, (74)
where wr is a nonzero vector in V2(i+),j of weight λr = (i+− r)(δ−γ4)+ (2i++ j +1)γ3.
Our next objective is to show that w0 ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2).
Since γ1 is a simple root in Δ+(k,hk) it follows that X˙2(i+)−1 (u) is annihilated by every positive
root vector Xα with α 	= γ1. Then, since we also have X˙−1X˙2(i+)−1 (u) = 0, we conclude that
X˙
2(i+)
−1 (u) is a dominant vector in V2(i+),j with respect to the positive system sγ1(Δ+(k,hk)),
where sγ1 is the reflection associated to the simple root γ1. Recall that if {φ1, . . . , φk} denote the
roots in Δ+(k,hk) different from γ1 we have sγ1(Δ+(k,hk)) = {−γ1, φ1, . . . , φk}.
It is now convenient to consider the following subsets of {φ1, . . . , φk}:
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I2 = {φk1+1, . . . , φk2} = {˜2 ± ˜j : 3 j  n} ∪ {δ, γ2, γ3},
I3 = {φk2+1, . . . , φk} = {˜0 ± ˜j : 3 j  n} ∪ {γ4},
where 1 < k1 < k2 < k. For any φ ∈ {φ1, . . . , φk} fix a nonzero root vector X−φ corresponding
to the root −φ.
Since w0 ∈ V2(i+),j is of weight λ0 = (i + )(δ − γ4)+ (2i + + j + 1)γ3, we know that w0
can be written as a linear combination of vectors of the following form
X˙
ak−φk · · · X˙
ak2+1−φk2+1X˙
b
1X˙
ak2−φk2 . . . X˙
a1−φ1
(
X˙
2(i+)
−1 (u)
)
, (75)
where the nonnegative integers a1, . . . , ak and b are such that
k∑
i=1
aiφi − bγ1 = (− 1)γ3. (76)
In order to prove that w0 ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) we are going to show that if the condition (76)
is satisfied then any vector of the form (75) belongs to the ideal U(k)X2.
First of all we observe that if we take the scalar product with α˜1 = ˜1 − ˜2 on both sides of
(76) we obtain that
k2∑
i=k1+1
ai + b − 1. (77)
On the other hand, in view of (20) there exists a constant c 	= 0 such that
X˙
2(i+)
−1 (u) = cE˙2(i+)+j (b).
Then, since for any φ ∈ I1 the root vector X−φ commutes with E and belongs to m, for any
integer t  1 we have
X˙t−φ
(
X˙
2(i+)
−1 (u)
)= cE˙2(i+)+j X˙t−φ(b) = 0.
Also for any φ ∈ I3 the derivation X˙−φ leaves the left ideal U(k)X2 invariant. Therefore, in order
to show that any vector of the form (75) belongs to U(k)X2 if the condition (76) holds, it is
enough to show that
X˙b1X˙
ak2−φk2 · · · X˙
ak1+1−φk1+1
(
X˙
2(i+)
−1 (u)
) ∈ U(k)X2.
This follows from the fact that X˙2(i+)−1 (u) = aX2 with a ∈ U(k) by using Lemma 5.2 and (77).
This proves that w0 ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2).
Now it follows from (17) that there exists a nonzero constant cr such that wr = crX˙r4Xr−δ(w0)
for every 0 r  −1. Then, since w0 ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) and the left ideal U(k)X2 is invariant
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of (74), the proof of the theorem is completed. 
We are now in a good position to reach our objective of obtaining a bound on the Kostant
degree of an M-invariant element in U(k).
Theorem 5.4. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n  2 and let b ∈ U(k)M be such
that E˙m+1(b) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+). Then d(b) 2m.
Proof. First of all we observe that in view of Proposition 3.9 we may decompose any b ∈ U(k)M
in a finite sum of the form
b =
∑
b2i,j , (78)
where each b2i,j is an M-invariant element of type (2i, j) uniquely determined by b. In order
to prove that d(b)  2m we need to show that b =∑i+jm b2i,j , in fact, this implies d(b) =
max{d(b2i,j ): b2i,j 	= 0} = max{2(i + j): b2i,j 	= 0} 2m.
Let t = max{j : b2i,j 	= 0 for some i} and set r = max{i: b2i,t 	= 0}. If t  m + 1, since
E˙m+1(b) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) and the left ideal U(k)m+ is invariant under the derivations X˙
and E˙, we get
X˙2r E˙t (b2r,t ) = X˙2r E˙t (b) ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)m+
)
.
Hence from Proposition 3.9(iv) and Corollary 4.10 it follows that b2r,t = 0. Thus t m, in other
words we have
b =
∑
jm
b2i,j .
Next set s = max{2i + j : b2i,j 	= 0} and p = [s/2]. If s m there is nothing to prove, hence
we may assume that s  m + 1. Since E˙m+1(b) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) it follows from Proposi-
tion 3.9(iv) that for every 0 k  s −m− 1 we have
∑
2i+j=s
jm
X˙s−m−k−1E˙m+k+1(b2i,j ) ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)m+
)
. (79)
Now we multiply (79) by Xp on the right and then we change in the ith-term Xp by Xp−iXi4.
Observe that this can be done because the left ideal U(k)m+ is stable under right multiplication
by X and X4 −X ∈ m+. Then (79) becomes∑
2i+j=s
X˙s−m−k−1E˙m+k+1(b2i,j )Xp−iXi4 ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)m+
)
. (80)jm
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fact that X and X4 are k+-dominant weight vectors, it follows that the left hand side of (80) is a
vector in U(k)q+ of weight (s −m− k − 1)γ4 + (m+ k + 1)γ3 + pδ. Then we have∑
2i+j=s
jm
X˙s−m−k−1E˙m+k+1(b2i,j )Xp−iXi4 ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)X2
)
, (81)
for every 0 k  s −m− 1. Our next objective is to prove that
X˙s−m−k−1E˙m+k+1(b2i,j ) ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)X2
)
, (82)
for every (2i, j) such that 2i + j = s and every 0 k  s −m−1. In order to do this we proceed
by decreasing induction on k in the range 0 k  s −m− 1.
Let k = s −m− 1, then from (81) we get
p∑
i=0
E˙s(b2i,s−2i )Xp−iXi4 ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)X2
)
. (83)
On the other hand from (19) it follows that X˙−1E˙s(b2i,s−2i ) = 0 for every 0  i  p. Also
we have X˙−1(X

4) ≡ 2!E and X˙+1−1 (X4) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2). Then, since the left ideal
U(k)X2 is stable under the derivation X˙−1, applying X˙p−1 to (83) we obtain E˙s(b2p,s−2p) ≡
0 mod (U(k)X2). Next applying X˙p−1−1 we obtain E˙s(b2p−2,s−2p+2) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2). Contin-
uing in this way we get that E˙s(b2i,s−2i ) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) for every 0 i  p. This completes
the proof of (82) for k = s −m− 1.
Assume now that (82) holds for a fixed 0 < k  s −m− 1 and let us prove it for k − 1. If we
replace k by k − 1 in (81) we obtain∑
2i+j=s
jm
X˙s−m−kE˙m+k(b2i,j )Xp−iXi4 ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)X2
)
. (84)
Now from (19) and (82) we have X˙−1X˙s−m−kE˙m+k(b2i,j ) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) for every (2i, j)
such that 2i + j = s. Then applying appropriate powers of X˙−1 to (84), as we did in the first step
of this inductive process, we get X˙s−m−kE˙m+k(b2i,j ) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) for every (2i, j) such
that 2i + j = s, which proves (82) for k − 1. Hence (82) holds for all 0 k  s −m− 1.
Taking k = 0 and using (20) we get X˙m+1−j−1 (u2i,j ) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) for every (2i, j) such
that 2i + j = s. Therefore from Theorem 5.1(i) we get that i + j  m for every (2i, j) such
that 2i + j = s, and from Theorem 5.1(ii) we obtain that u2i,j = v2(m−j−i),jX2i+j−m4 . Hence
Theorem 5.3 implies that E˙m+1(b2i,j ) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)X2) for all (2i, j) such that 2i + j = s.
Finally if b′ = ∑2i+j=s b2i,j we have E˙m+1(b − b′) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) and b − b′ =∑
2i+j<s b2i,j , thus by decreasing induction on s it follows that b =
∑
i+jm b2i,j , which com-
pletes the proof of the theorem. 
The following result is a consequence of Theorems 3.7 and 5.4.
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b0 ∈ B . Then d(br) 2(2m− r) for every 0 r m.
6. Inductive proof of Theorem 2.7
6.1. The main inductive argument
From Corollary 5.5 we know, in particular, that d(bm)  2m. The purpose of this section
is to improve this estimate to reach our main goal of proving that d(bm)  m for every b =
bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B . To do this we shall set up an inductive process which will lead to the
proof of Theorem 2.7 from which our main result (Theorem 1.1) follows. Observe that when
m = 0 Corollary 5.5 implies that d(b0)  0, as we want to prove. Hence from now on we may
assume that m 1.
Let b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B and set dr = 2m − r for every 0 r m. In view of (78)
and Corollary 5.5, for each 0 r m we may write
br =
2dr∑
t=0
∑
max{0,t−dr }i[t/2]
br2i,t−2i , (85)
where br2i,t−2i is an M-invariant element in U(k) of type (2i, t − 2i). To follow the incoming
argument we find it convenient to have in mind the following array of the K-types of each br .
br = br2dr ,0 + br2dr−2,1 + br2dr−4,2 + br2dr−6,3 + · · ·+ br0,dr
+ br2dr−2,0 + br2dr−4,1 + br2dr−6,2 + · · ·+ br0,dr−1
+ br2dr−4,0 + br2dr−6,1 + · · ·+ br0,dr−2
+ br2dr−6,0 + · · ·+ br0,dr−3
· · · ·
· · ·
· ·
+ br0,0.
(86)
Observe that in this context the parameter t used in (85) may be regarded as a label for the
skew diagonals of the array (86). More precisely, for 0  t  2dr we may consider the set
{br2i,t−2i : max{0, t − dr}  i  [t/2]} as the skew diagonal associated to t . Also note that the
Kostant degree is constant along the rows of the array (86). In particular if we consider r = m the
Kostant degree takes the values 2m,2m − 2, . . . ,0 from the top row of the array corresponding
to bm. Hence in order to prove that d(bm)m we need to show that all the M-invariant elements
that occur in the first m/2 rows if m is even, or the [m/2] + 1 rows if m is odd, are equal to zero.
To prove this we will have to deal simultaneously with all the coefficients br of b for 0 r m.
If we let T denote the label of the skew diagonals in the array corresponding to b0, our approach
will consist in doing a decreasing induction on T in the range m T  4m.
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P(T ), associated to b ∈ B , and defined as follows,
P(T ) : br =
min{T−r,2dr }∑
t=0
∑
max{0,t−dr }i[t/2]
br2i,t−2i , 0 r m. (87)
Observe that P(m − 1) is true precisely when bm = 0 and that, in view of Corollary 5.5 and
(85), P(4m) holds. This is the starting point of our inductive argument.
Let H , X, Y and Y˜ = Y +H be as in the beginning of Section 3. Recall that [E,H ] = − 12E
and that [X,H ] = [E,X] = 0. In the following lemma we prove some simple properties of the
derivations E˙ and X˙.
Lemma 6.1.
(i) E˙k(Hk) = k!(− 12E)k and E˙k(Hj ) = 0 if k > j .
(ii) E˙kϕk(H) = (− 12E)k .
(iii) X˙k((−Y˜ )k) = k!(−X)k and X˙k((−Y˜ )j ) = 0 if k > j .
(iv) X˙kϕk(a − Y˜ ) = (−X)k for any a ∈ C.
Proof. (i) We proceed by induction on k. If k = 1 the result follows from the definition of H .
Now E˙k(Hk) = k!(− 12E)k implies that
E˙k+1
(
Hk+1
)= E˙E˙k(HkH )= E˙(k!(−1
2
E
)k
H + kE˙k−1(Hk)(−1
2
E
))
= k!
(
−1
2
E
)k+1
+ kk!
(
−1
2
E
)k+1
= (k + 1)!
(
−1
2
E
)k+1
.
The second assertion follows directly from the first.
(ii) This is a consequence of (i) and that ϕk(H) = (k!)−1Hk + · · · , where the dots stand for
lower degree terms in H . In a similar way one proves (iii) and (iv). 
Proposition 6.2. Let m T  4m, b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B and assume that P(T ) holds.
Then for every (, n) such that 0 ,n and + n T we have
(−1)nΣ1En − (−1)Σ2E ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)m+
)
, (88)
where
Σ1 =
∑
(i,r)∈I1
Ai,r (T ,n, )X˙
T−−i E˙+i−r (br )Er−iXi−n,
Σ2 =
∑
(i,r)∈I2
Ai,r (T , , n)X˙
T−n−i E˙n+i−r (br )Er−iXi−, (89)
and
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(
−1
2
)r−i
(−1)i−nr!
(
T − n− 
i − n
)(

r − i
)
,
I1 =
{
(i, r) ∈ N20 : n i min{m,T − }, i  r min{m, i + }
}
,
I2 =
{
(i, r) ∈ N20 :  i min{m,T − n}, i  r min{m, i + n}
}
.
Proof. Let (, n) be such that 0 ,n and  + n T . If we apply X˙T−n− to (,n) of Theo-
rem 3.8 we obtain two sums Σ1 and Σ2 which will be analyzed separately. Using Leibnitz rule
in the first sum of (,n) we have
Σ1 =
∑
i,j
(
T − n− 
j
)
X˙T−n−−j E˙(ci)X˙jϕi−n
(
− n
2
− Y˜
)
. (90)
Next, using (12) and the fact that X˙(H) = 0 we obtain
X˙T−n−−j E˙(ci) =
∑
irm
∑
s
(

s
)
X˙T−n−−j E˙−s(br )E˙s(ti,r ). (91)
Now in view of (iv) of Lemma 6.1 we have j  i − n in (90). On the other hand, since P(T )
holds, in (91) we have T −n−−j+−s min{T −r,2dr} T −r , and in view of Lemma 3.5
in (91) we also have s  r − i. All these conditions imply that j = i − n in (90) and s = r − i in
(91). Then the first sum Σ1 becomes,
Σ1 =
∑
(i,r)∈I1
(
−1
2
)r−i
(−1)i−nr!
(
T − n− 
i − n
)(

r − i
)
X˙T−−i E˙+i−r (br )Er−iXi−n,
where
I1 =
{
(i, r) ∈ N20 : n i min{m,T − }, i  r min{m, i + }
}
.
If we interchange n and  we obtain Σ2. On the other hand Eq. (88) follows from the fact that
(,n) ≡ 0 mod (U(k)m+) (see Theorem 3.8). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Proposition 6.3. Let m T  4m, b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B and assume that P(T ) holds.
Then for every (, n) such that 0 ,n and + n T we have
(−1)nΣ1En − (−1)Σ2E ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)m+
)
, (92)
where
Σ1 =
∑
(i,r)∈I1
max{0,T−r−dr }k[ T−r2 ]
Ai,r (T ,n, )X˙
T−−i E˙+i−r
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
Er−iXT−kXk+i−n4 ,
Σ2 =
∑
(i,r)∈I2
max{0,T−r−d }k[ T−r ]
Ai,r (T , , n)X˙
T−n−i E˙n+i−r
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
Er−iXT−kXk+i−4 ,r 2
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zero. Moreover (92) has the advantage that all terms in the left hand side are weight vectors of
weight (2T − − n)γ1 + T (γ2 + δ).
Proof. We first replace br in (89), 0 r m, by what it is obtained from the hypothesis (87):
br =
min{T−r,2dr }∑
t=0
∑
max{0,t−dr }k[t/2]
br2k,t−2k.
Using Proposition 3.9(iv) the sums Σ1 and Σ2 simplify a bit because X˙T−−i E˙+i−r (br2k,t−2k) =
0 unless T − r  t , but on the other hand t  T − r which forces t = T − r . Thus we get
Σ1 =
∑
(i,r)∈I1
max{0,T−r−dr }k[ T−r2 ]
Ai,r (T ,n, )X˙
T−−i E˙+i−r
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
Er−iXi−n,
Σ2 =
∑
(i,r)∈I2
max{0,T−r−dr }k[ T−r2 ]
Ai,r (T , , n)X˙
T−n−i E˙n+i−r
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
Er−iXi−.
Now we multiply both sums on the right by XT and then we change in each term a certain
number of X’s by the same number of X4’s, so that Σ1 and Σ2 become weight vectors with
respect to hk of weights (2T −−2n)γ1 +(T −n)γ2 +T δ and (2T −n−2)γ1 +(T −)γ2 +T δ,
respectively. Observe that the equation (Proposition 6.2)
(−1)nΣ1En − (−1)Σ2E ≡ 0 mod
(
U(k)m+
)
, (93)
is preserved under this change, because the left ideal U(k)m+ is invariant by right multiplication
by X and X ≡ X4 mod (U(k)m+). Thus we obtain the first part of the proposition. Moreover it is
clear that all terms of (−1)nΣ1En − (−1)lΣ2El are weight vectors with respect to hk of weight
(2T − − n)γ1 + T (γ2 + δ). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Observe that Eqs. (92) of Proposition 6.3 may be regarded as a system of linear equations
where the unknowns X˙T−j−i E˙j+i−r (br2k,T−r−2k) are certain derivatives of the K-types that oc-
cur in the T − r skew diagonal of the coefficient br of b (see the array (86)). Since the unknowns
in this system are in general not k+-dominant we shall find it very convenient to replace this
system by an equivalent one where all the unknowns become k+-dominant vectors associated to
the K-types br2k,T−r−2k .
In order to do this we let ˜(, n), for 0  ,n, denote the left hand side of Eq. (92) and, for
0 nmin{2m,T } and 0 Lmin{2m,T }−n, we consider the following linear combination
EL(n) =
L∑
(−2)
(
L

)˜
(,n)EL−X+n4 . (94)=0
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also set
E1L(n) =
L∑
=0
(−2)
(
L

)
Σ1E
L−X+n4 and E2L(n) =
L∑
=0
2
(
L

)
Σ2X
+n
4 .
Then it is easy to see that
EL(n) = (−1)nE1L(n)En − E2L(n)EL. (95)
To improve the system EL(n) ≡ 0 for 0 nmin{2m,T } and 0 Lmin{2m,T }− n a bit
more, we need to use the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.4. For any b, c, d ∈ N we have
∑
0jd
(−1)j
(
c + d
j
)(
b + d − j
b
)
=
(
b − c
d
)
. (96)
Proof. A proof of this lemma is based on the following identity(
m
n
)
= 1
2πi
∮
(1 +w)m
wn+1
dw, (97)
which holds for any m,n ∈ No, and can be carried out using the techniques described in [8]. 
Lemma 6.5. Let Go be locally isomorphic to Sp(n,1) with n  2 and let b2i,j ∈ U(k)M be an
M-invariant element of type (2i, j). For 0 k  2i set
Dk(b2i,j ) = Σk=0(−2)
(
k

)(
j + 

)−1
X˙2i−E˙j+(b2i,j )Ek−X4. (98)
Then Dk(b2i,j ) is a k+-dominant vector of weight i(γ4 + δ)+ (j + k)γ3 with respect to hk.
Proof. A set of simple roots in Δ+(k,hk) is {δ, γ1, α˜2, . . . , α˜n} (see (9)), hence it is enough to
prove that Dk(b2i,j ) is annihilated by X, X1 and Xα˜i for 2 i  n.
Using Proposition 3.9(iv) and the fact that X commutes with E and X4 it follows that
X˙(Dk(b2i,j )) = 0. Similarly, since Xα˜i ∈ m+ for 2 i  n, and because each one of these vec-
tors commutes with X, E and X4 we obtain that X˙α˜i (Dk(b2i,j )) = 0.
Next we show that X˙1(Dk(b2i,j )) = 0. Recall that from (18) we have
X˙1X˙
2i−E˙j+(b2i,j ) = j + 2 X˙
2i−+1E˙j+−1(b2i,j ), (99)
for every 0  2i. Then, since X˙1(E) = X4 and X˙1(X4) = 0, using (99) we obtain
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(
Dk(b2i,j )
)= k∑
=0
(−2)
(
k

)(
j + 

)−1
j + 
2
X˙2i−+1E˙j+−1(b2i,j )Ek−X4
+
k∑
=0
(−2)
(
k

)(
j + 

)−1
(k − )X˙2i−E˙j+(b2i,j )Ek−−1X+14
=
k−1∑
=0
[
(−2)+1
(
k
+ 1
)(
j + + 1
+ 1
)−1
j + + 1
2
+ (−2)
(
k

)(
j + 

)−1
(k − )
]
X˙2i−E˙j+(b2i,j )Ek−−1X+14 = 0,
since X˙2i+1E˙j−1(b2i,j ) = 0 and the bracket is also zero. That each term of Dk(b2i,j ) is of weight
i(γ4 + δ)+ (j + k)γ3 it is clear. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are interested in proving that P(T ) implies P(T − 1) for m T  4m. In order to do this
we need to show that
br2i,T−r−2i = 0 if 0 T − r − 2i min{T ,4m− T } − r, (100)
for every 0 r m. For this purpose we introduce another propositional function Q(n) defined
for 0 nmin{T ,4m−T }+1 as follows: all types br2i,j on the skew diagonal T − r of br with
j < n are zero for all 0 r m. In other words
Q(n): br2i,T−r−2i = 0 if 0 T − r − 2i < n. (101)
Observe that Q(0) is obviously true, hence to do induction on n we only need to show that
Q(n) implies Q(n+ 1) for every 0 nmin{T ,4m− T }. Also, in view of Corollary 5.5, note
that (101) holds if T − 2i > min{T ,4m− T }.
Theorem 6.6. Let b = bm ⊗Zm +· · ·+ b0 ∈ B and take m T  4m and 0 nmin{T ,4m−
T }. If P(T ) and Q(n) are true then for all L such that 0Lmin{2m,T } − n we have∑
r,k
T−n2k+rT−L
Br,k(T ,n,L)DL+2k+r−T
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
(XX4)
T−kEn
−
∑
r,
r≡T−n
(−2)
(
L

)(
T − n− 
r − 
)
urT−r−n,n(XX4)(T+r+n)/2EL ≡ 0, (102)
where urT−r−n,n = r!(−1)r X˙T−n−r E˙n(brT−n−r,n), the congruence is module the left ideal
U(k)m+ and
Br,k(T ,n,L) = r!(−1)T 2T−r−2k
(
L
T − r − 2k
)(
T −L− n
r − n
)
. (103)
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(, n) obtained in (95). We have
E1L(n) =
L∑
=0
(−2)
(
L

)
Σ1E
L−X+n4
=
∑
i,r,k,
r!(−2)
(
−1
2
)r−i
(−1)i−n
(
L

)(
T − n− 
i − n
)(

r − i
)
× X˙T−−i E˙+i−r(br2k,T−r−2k)EL+r−−iXT−kXk+i+4 . (104)
If we change the index  by s = 2k + + i − T we obtain
E1L(n) = (−1)n
∑
r,k,s
r!
(
−1
2
)r+2k−T−s
×
( ∑
nir
(−1)i
(
L
T + s − i − 2k
)(
2k + i − n− s
i − n
)(
T + s − i − 2k
r − i
))
× X˙2k−sE˙T+s−r−2k(br2k,T−r−2k)EL+2k+r−T−sXs4(XX4)T−k. (105)
To simplify the sum over i in the above expression let a = T + s−n−2k, b = 2k− s, c = L−a,
d = r − α and j = i − n. Then
∑
nir
(−1)i
(
L
T + s − i − 2k
)(
2k + i − n− s
i − n
)(
T + s − i − 2k
r − i
)
= (−1)n
∑
0jd
(−1)j
(
L
a − j
)(
b + j
j
)(
a − j
d − j
)
.
But (
L
a − j
)(
a − j
d − j
)
= L!
(L− a + d)!(a − d)!
(
L− a + d
d − j
)
.
Therefore ∑
nir
(−1)i
(
L
T + s − i − 2k
)(
2k + i − α − s
i − n
)(
T + s − i − 2k
r − i
)
= (−1)
nL!
(L− a + d)!(a − d)!
∑
0jd
(−1)j
(
L− a + d
d − j
)(
b + j
j
)
= (−1)
n+dL!
(L− a + d)!(a − d)!
∑
0jd
(−1)j
(
c + d
j
)(
b + d − j
b
)
.
Now using Lemma 6.4 and replacing a, b, c, d by their definitions we get
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nir
(−1)i
(
L
T + s − i − 2k
)(
2k + i − α − s
i − α
)(
T + s − i − 2k
r − i
)
= (−1)
n+dL!
(L− a + d)!(a − d)!
(
b − c
d
)
= (−1)r
(
L
T + s − 2k − r
)(
T −L− n
r − n
)
= (−1)r
(
L
T − 2k − r
)(
T −L− n
r − n
)(
L+ 2k + r − T
s
)(
T + s − 2k − r
s
)−1
.
Then if we go back to (105) and we use the definitions (98) and (103) we finally obtain
E1L(n) = (−1)n
∑
r,k,s
r!
(
−1
2
)r+2k−T−s
× (−1)r
(
L
T − 2k − r
)(
T −L− n
r − n
)(
L+ 2k + r − T
s
)(
T + s − 2k − r
s
)−1
× X˙2k−sE˙T+s−r−2k(br2k,T−r−2k)EL+2k+r−T−sXs4(XX4)T−k
= (−1)n
∑
r,k
r!
(
−1
2
)r+2k−T
(−1)r
(
L
T − 2k − r
)(
T −L− n
r − n
)
×DL+2k+r−T
(
br2k,T−2k−r
)
(XX4)
T−k
= (−1)n
∑
r,k
Br,k(T ,n,L)DL+2k+r−T
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
(XX4)
T−k. (106)
From the second summand of (95) we obtain
E2L(n) =
L∑
=0
2
(
L

)
Σ2X
+n
4
=
∑
i,r,k,
r!2
(
−1
2
)r−i
(−1)i−
(
L

)(
T − n− 
i − 
)(
n
r − i
)
× X˙T−n−i E˙n+i−r(br2k,T−r−2k)Er−iXT−kXk+i+n4 .
In the above sum, taking into account the hypothesis Q(n), we have T − r −2k  n, r  i and
T − n− i  2k. Therefore n T − i − 2k  T − r − 2k  n. Hence i = r and 2k = T − r − n.
Thus
E2L(n) =
∑
r,
(−2)
(
L

)(
T − n− 
r − 
)
urT−r−n,n(XX4)(T+r+n)/2,r≡T−n
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rem. 
We are now in a good position to obtain from Theorem 6.6 the system of equations that we
are looking for. For any T and n such that m T  4m and 0 nmin{T ,4m − T } consider
the following sets,
L(T ,n) = {L ∈ N0: 0 Lmin{2m,T } − n, L ≡ n+ 1},
R(T ,n) = {r ∈ N0: 0 r min{m,min{T ,4m− T } − n}, r ≡ T − n}, (107)
where the congruence is mod (2). Let |L(T ,n)| and |R(T ,n)| denote the cardinality of these
sets.
Theorem 6.7. Let b = bm ⊗Zm +· · ·+ b0 ∈ B and take m T  4m and 0 nmin{T ,4m−
T }. If P(T ) and Q(n) are true then for L ∈ L(T ,n) we have
∑
r∈R(T ,n)
(∑

(−2)
(
L

)(
T − n− 
r − 
))
urT−r−n,n(XX4)(T+r+n)/2 = 0, (108)
where urT−r−n,n = r!(−1)r X˙T−n−r E˙n(brT−n−r,n).
Proof. At this stage the proof follows by applying successively Theorem 6.6, Corollary 4.8,
Lemma 4.11, Lemma 3.4 and finally Corollary 4.10. 
Observe that Theorem 6.7 gives a system of |L(T ,n)| linear equations in the |R(T ,n)| un-
knowns urT−r−n,n. One of the main advantages of this system is that the unknowns are all
k+-dominant vectors corresponding to K-types on the T − r skew diagonal of the coefficient
br of b (see (86)). Let A(T ,n) denote the coefficient matrix of this system. In the next subsection
we are going to carry out a thorough study of this matrix.
Next we compute, for any m T  4m, the cardinality of the sets L(T ,n) and R(T ,n). As
far as L(T ,n) is concerned it is easy to see that
2
∣∣L(T ,n)∣∣= {2m− n+ 12 (1 − (−1)n), 2m< T  4m,
T − n+ 12 (1 − (−1)n)+ 12 (1 − (−1)T ), m T  2m,
(109)
for any 0 nmin{T ,4m − T }. On the other hand to compute |R(T ,n)| we need to consider
two cases. If 0 nmin{T ,4m− T } −m we have
∣∣R(T ,n)∣∣= { [m2 ] + 1, if T − n ≡ 0,[m−12 ] + 1, if T − n ≡ 1, (110)
and for min{T ,4m− T } −m+ 1 nmin{T ,4m− T } we get
2
∣∣R(T ,n)∣∣= min{T ,4m− T } − n+ 1 + 1(1 + (−1)T−n). (111)2
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Lemma 6.8. Let m  1, m  T  4m and 0  n  min{T ,4m − T }. Then if m  T  2m,
T − m  n  T and T ≡ n ≡ 0 we have |R(T ,n)| = |L(T ,n)| + 1. In all the other cases we
have |R(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|.
Proof. Assume first that 2m+ 1 T  4m. Then we have 0 n 4m− T . If 0 n 3m− T
it follows from (109) and (110) that |R(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|. On the other hand, if 3m − T + 1
n 4m− T and T − n ≡ 0 it follows from (109) and (111) that
2
∣∣L(T ,n)∣∣− 2∣∣R(T ,n)∣∣= T − 2m− 2 + 1
2
(
1 − (−1)n) 0,
for every T and n in the given ranges. If T − n ≡ 1 a similar calculation shows that |R(T ,n)|
|L(T ,n)|. Hence for every 2m + 1 T  4m and every 0 n 4m − T we have |R(T ,n)|
|L(T ,n)|.
Consider now m T  2m. Then, since min{T ,4m− T } = T , it follows that 0 n T . As
before we need to consider two cases. Assume first that 0 n T − m. If T ≡ n ≡ 0 it follows
from (109) and (110) that
2
∣∣L(T ,n)∣∣− 2∣∣R(T ,n)∣∣= {T − n−m− 2, if m ≡ 0,
T − n−m− 1, if m ≡ 1.
Hence if 0 n < T −m we obtain |R(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)| and if n = T −m we have |R(T ,n)| =
|L(T ,n)| + 1. On the other hand a similar calculation shows that, if T ≡ n ≡ 1 or if T − n ≡ 1,
we have |R(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|.
Next consider T −m+ 1 n T . Then from (109) and (111) we have
2
∣∣L(T ,n)∣∣− 2∣∣R(T ,n)∣∣= −1 + 1
2
(
1 − (−1)n)+ 1
2
(
1 − (−1)T )− 1
2
(
1 + (−1)T−n).
Hence, if T ≡ n ≡ 0 we have |R(T ,n)| = |L(T ,n)| + 1, and in all the other cases we get
|R(T ,n)| = |L(T ,n)|. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
6.2. The coefficient matrix
Let A(T ,n) denote the coefficient matrix of the system given by Theorem 6.7. Our next goal
is to study the matrix A(T ,n) as thoroughly as possible. For this purpose we shall consider a
generalized version of it.
Given a sequence of integers 0  L0 < · · · < Lk and δ ∈ {0,1} we consider the (k + 1) ×
(k + 1) matrix A(s) with polynomial entries Aij (s) ∈ C[s] defined as follows
Aij (s) =
∑
(−2)
(
Li

)(
s − 
2j + δ − 
)
, (112)0min{Li,2j+δ}
1038 A. Brega et al. / Journal of Algebra 320 (2008) 996–1050where for m> 0,(
s − 
m
)
= (s − )(s − − 1) · · · (s − −m+ 1)
m! and
(
s − 
0
)
= 1.
Our first objective is to determine the degree of the polynomial detA(s). To do this we shall
need the following lemmas.
Lemma 6.9. Let (i0, i1, . . . , ik) be a (k + 1)-tuple of integers such that ij  2j + δ for j =
0, . . . , k and i0 + · · · + ik > (k + δ)(k + δ + 1)/2. Then there exists indexes a and b such that
0 a < b k and ib − ia = 2(b − a).
Proof. Let tj = 2j + δ − ij  0. Hence t0 + · · ·+ tk < (k + δ)(k + 1 − δ)/2 = k(k + 1)/2. Then
there are two indexes a, b such that 0 a < b k and ta = tb , because the sum of k+1 different
nonnegative integers is greater or equal to k(k + 1)/2. Thus ib − ia = 2(b − a) as asserted. 
Lemma 6.10. For δ ∈ {0,1} let Mδ be the matrix with entries defined by Mrs =
(2r
s
) for δ 
r, s  k. Then
det(Mδ) = 2k(k+1)/2.
Proof. For each δ  s  k we let
(2r
s
)
denote the s-column of Mδ and we consider the determi-
nant of Mδ as a multilineal function of their columns. Thus
det(Mδ) = det
((
2r
δ
)
,
(
2r
δ + 1
)
, . . . ,
(
2r
k
))
.
If we view the binomial coefficient
(2r
s
)
as a polynomial in the variable r of degree s we realize
that we can write, in a unique way,(
2r
s
)
= 2s
(
r
s
)
+ as−1
(
r
s − 1
)
+ · · · + a0,
in fact aj = 0 for j < s2 . Then
det(Mδ) = det
(
2δ
(
r
δ
)
,2δ+1
(
r
δ + 1
)
, . . . ,2k
(
r
k
))
= 2k(k+1)/2.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Lemma 6.11. Given a sequence of integers 0L0  · · · Lk and δ ∈ {0,1} let N and D denote
the (k + 1) × (k + 1) matrices defined as follows: for 0 i, j  k we set Nij = 0 if j > 2i + δ
and Nij = 1/(2i + δ − j)! in all the other cases, and Dij =
(
Li
j
)
. Then
detD =
k∏ 1
j !
∏
(Li −Lj),
j=0 0i<jk
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(
k+δ∏
s=δ
s!
)(
k+δ∏
r=δ
1
(2r)!
)
.
Proof. We begin by computing detD. Let D′ be the matrix defined by D′ij = Li(Li −1) · · · (Li −
j + 1) for 0 i, j  k. Then
detD =
(
k∏
j=0
1
j !
)
detD′.
If we look closely at the columns of D′ and use the multilinearity of the determinant as a
function of the columns of a matrix we realize that detD′ is equal to the determinant of
the transpose of a Van Dermonde matrix with second row equal to (L0,L1, . . . ,Lk). Thus
detD′ =∏0i<jk(Lj −Li).
Now let Mδ = (Mrs) be the matrix introduced in Lemma 6.10. If we make the change of
indexes i = r − δ, j = s − δ we see that Nij = Mrss!/(2r)!. Hence the second assertion in the
lemma follows from Lemma 6.10. 
Now we introduce the following notation: for any p ∈ C[s] and i ∈ N we set (p)i = p(p +
1) · · · (p + i − 1) and (p)0 = 1.
Proposition 6.12. For any sequence of integers 0 L0 < · · · <Lk and δ ∈ {0,1} let A(s) be the
(k + 1)× (k + 1) matrix defined in (112). Then
detA(s) = cs(k+δ)(k+δ+1)/2 + · · · ,
where the dots stand for lower degree terms in s and the leading coefficient is given by
c = (−2)k(k+1)/2(detN)(detD).
Proof. For 0  j  k let Aj(s) denote the j -column of the matrix A(s). It follows from the
definition of A(s) that
Aj(s) =
2j+δ∑
=0
(s − 2j − δ + 1)Bj ,
where Bj is the constant column vector whose i-entry is (−2)2j+δ−
(
Li
2j+δ−
)
!. Using the mul-
tilinearity of the determinant as a function of the columns of a matrix, we have
detA(s) = det(A0(s),A1(s), . . . ,Ak(s))
= det
(
δ∑
i0=0
(s − δ + 1)i0B0i0, . . . ,
2k+δ∑
ik=0
(s − 2k − δ + 1)ikBkik
)
=
∑
i0,...,ik
0i 2j+δ
(s − δ + 1)i0 · · · (s − 2k − δ + 1)ik det
(
B0i0, . . . ,B
k
ik
)
.j
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b such that 0 a < b  k and ib − ia = 2(b − a). Hence
(
Li
2a+δ−ia
)= ( Li2b+δ−ib) and the column
vectors Baia and B
b
ib
are proportional. Therefore
detA(s) =
∑
0ij2j+δ
i0+···+ik(k+δ)(k+δ+1)/2
(s − δ + 1)i0 · · · (s − 2k − δ + 1)ik det
(
B0i0, . . . ,B
k
ik
)
.
Hence, since the degree of (s − δ + 1)i0 · · · (s − 2k − δ + 1)ik is i0 + · · · + ik , it follows that the
degree of detA(s) is less or equal to (k+ δ)(k+ δ+1)/2 and that the leading coefficient is given
by
c =
∑
0ij2j+δ
i0+···+ik=(k+δ)(k+δ+1)/2
det
(
B0i0 , . . . ,B
k
ik
)
.
We can reparametrize the constant column vector Bjij in terms of the parameter tj = 2j + δ − ij .
In other words let Cjtj be the constant column vector whose i-entry is (−2)tj
(
Li
tj
)
/(2j + δ − tj )!.
Then
c =
∑
0tj2j+δ
t0+···+tk=k(k+1)/2
det
(
C0t0, . . . ,C
k
tk
)
.
If ti = tj then Citi and Cjtj are proportional. Therefore we may assume that in the above sum
tj = σ(j), where σ is an element of the permutation group Sk+1 of the set {0,1, . . . , k}. Thus
c =
∑
σ∈Sk+1
σ(j)2j+δ
det
(
C0σ(0), . . . ,C
k
σ(k)
)
.
Now if we let Dj denote the column vector whose i-entry is
(
Li
j
)
, we have
C
j
σ(j) =
(−2)σ(j)
(2j + δ − σ(j))!Dσ(j).
Therefore using Lemma 6.11 we obtain
c = (−2)k(k+1)/2
( ∑
σ∈Sk+1
σ(j)2j+δ
sign(σ )
k∏
j=0
1
(2j + δ − σ(j))!
)
det(D0, . . . ,Dk)
= (−2)k(k+1)/2(detN)(detD).
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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nomials. For this purpose the corollary of the following lemma is very useful. The proof of the
lemma follows the same lines as that of Lemma 6.4. We recall that we are using the convention
of considering the combinatorial numbers
(
p
q
)
as defined for all p,q ∈ Z by
(
p
q
)
=
{
p!
q!(p−q)! for 0 q  p,
0 in all other cases.
Lemma 6.13. If a, b, c are nonnegative integers, then
∑

(−2)
(
a

)(
a + b − 
c − 
)
=
∑

(−1)
(
a

)(
b
c − 
)
.
Corollary 6.14. If a, b, c are nonnegative integers, then
∑

(−2)
(
a

)(
a + b − 
c − 
)
= (−1)c
∑

(−2)
(
b

)(
a + b − 
c − 
)
.
Theorem 6.15. Given a sequence of integers 0  L0 < L1 < · · · < Lk consider the set R =
{Li +Lj : 0 i < j  k} and for any r ∈ R let
m(r) = ∣∣{(i, j): 0 i < j  k, r = Li +Lj}∣∣.
Then
(i) if δ = 0,
detA(s) = c
∏
r∈R
(s − r)m(r).
(ii) If δ = 1,
detA(s) = c
k∏
i=0
(s − 2Li)
∏
r∈R
(s − r)m(r).
Here c is the same constant as in Proposition 6.12.
Proof. Let Ai(s) denote the i-row of the matrix A(s) and let r be any nonnegative integer. Then
from Corollary 6.14 we obtain
Ai,j (r) =
∑

(−2)
(
Li

)(
r − 
2j + δ − 
)
= (−1)δ
∑
(−2)
(
r −Li

)(
r − 
2j + δ − 
)
= (−1)δAr(i),j (r),

1042 A. Brega et al. / Journal of Algebra 320 (2008) 996–1050where 0 r(i) k is such that Lr(i) = r −Li . For a fix r ∈ R let us write Ai(s) = Ai(r)+ (s −
r)Bi(s) where Bi(s) is a row vector with coefficients in C[s] and set m = m(r). Suppose we
have indexes 0  a1 < · · · < am < bm < · · · < b1  k such that Lbj = r − Laj for 1  j  m.
Then by induction on j we shall prove that detA(s) = (s − r)m(r)f (s) for some f (s) ∈ C[s].
For 1 j m(r) let P(j) be the following propositional function:
detA(s) = (s − r)j−1Fj−1
(
A0(s), . . . ,Aaj (s), . . . ,Abj (s), . . . ,Ak(s)
)
,
where Fj−1 is a multilineal alternating function on k + 3 − 2j variables (those corresponding
to a1, . . . , aj−1, bj−1, . . . , b1 are missing) with values in C[s]. Then P(1) is obviously true. If
P(j) is true for 1 j < m, then
detA(s) = (s − r)j−1Fj−1
(
. . . ,Aaj (r)+ (s − r)Baj (s), . . . ,Abj (r)+ (s − r)Bbj (s), . . .
)
= (s − r)j−1[(s − r)Fj−1(. . . ,Aaj (r), . . . ,Bbj (s), . . .)
+ (s − r)Fj−1
(
. . . ,Baj (s), . . . ,Abj (r), . . .
)
+ (s − r)2Fj−1
(
. . . ,Baj (s), . . . ,Bbj (s), . . .
)]
= (s − r)jFj
(
. . . ,Aaj+1(s), . . . ,Abj+1(s), . . .
)
,
where Fj is a multilineal alternating function on k + 1 − 2j variables (those corresponding to
the indexes a1, . . . , aj , bj , . . . , b1 are missing) with values in C[s]. Hence P(j + 1) is also true.
Therefore P(m(r)) is true. Since C[s] is a unique factorization domain it follows that
detA(s) = c(s)
∏
r∈R
(s − r)m(r),
where c(s) ∈ C[s]. Now since ∑r∈R m(r) = |{(i, j): 0  i < j  k}| = k(k + 1)/2, it follows
from Proposition 6.12 that, when δ = 0, we obtain c(s) = c ∈ C which proves part (i) of the
theorem.
When δ = 1 we also obtain from Corollary 6.14 that Ai(s) = (s − 2Li)A′i (s) for 0  i  k.
In fact,
Aij (2Li) =
∑

(−2)
(
Li

)(
2Li − 
2j + 1 − 
)
= −
∑

(−2)
(
Li

)(
2Li − 
2j + 1 − 
)
says that Aij (2Li) = 0. Then, for r ∈ R and 1  j  m(r) we can change the propositional
function P(j) introduced before by
detA(s) = (s − r)j−1
(
k∏
i=0
(s − 2Li)
)
Fj−1
(
A′0(s), . . . ,A′aj (s), . . . ,A
′
bj
(s), . . . ,A′k(s)
)
.
Hence when we write A′i (s) = A′i (r)+ (s − r)B ′i (s), from Aaj (r) = −Abj (r) we get
(r − 2La )A′a (r) = −(r − 2Lb )A′ (r),j j j bj
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bj
(r) are linearly dependent. As before this implies that P(m(r))
is true. Therefore
detA(s) = c(s)
k∏
i=0
(s − 2Li)
∏
r∈R
(s − r)m(r),
for some c(s) ∈ C[s]. But we have k + 1 + k(k + 1)/2 = (k + 1)(k + 2)/2 simple factors, so
Proposition 6.12 implies that c(s) = c ∈ C. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We are particularly interested in the sequence Li = 2i +  for 0 i  k and  ∈ {0,1}. In this
case it is easy to see that R = {2( + j): 1  j  2k − 1} if k  1 and R = ∅ if k = 0. On the
other hand, if k  1 and 2ν ∈ R the multiplicity of 2ν as a root of detA(s) is given by
m(2ν) =
{ [ ν+1−2 ], if 1 +   ν  k + ,
[ 2k+1+−ν2 ], if k +  + 1 ν  2k +  − 1.
(113)
For q and k nonnegative integers we let A(q) denote the (k + 1)× (k+ 1) matrix obtain from
A(s) by evaluating at s = q . Then, from Theorem 6.15 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.16. If , δ ∈ {0,1}, k  1 and Li = 2i +  for 0 i  k the matrix A(q) is nonsin-
gular if and only if q  2k + δ and q 	= 2k,2k + 2, . . . ,4k + 2( + δ − 1).
Proof. If q < 2k + δ then ( q−2k+δ−)= 0 for all , hence the k-column of A(q) is zero and A(q)
is singular. When q  2k + δ Theorem 6.15 implies that A(q) is nonsingular if and only if
q /∈ {2Li : 0 i  k} ∪ {Li + Lj : 0 i < j  k} = {2( + j): 1 − δ  j  2k + δ − 1}. Hence
the corollary follows. 
Remark. When k = 0 the following cases arise: (i) if (, δ) = (0,0) or (1,0), then A(q) is
nonsingular for every q  0; (ii) if (, δ) = (0,1), then A(q) is nonsingular if and only if q  1;
(iii) if (, δ) = (1,1), then A(q) is nonsingular if and only if q  1 and q 	= 2.
6.3. The final stage
We are now in a good position to start proving Theorem 2.7. To do this we need to show that
if b = bm ⊗Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B and bm 	= 0 then d(bm)m and m is even.
We begin by making an important observation. If b = bm ⊗Zm + · · ·+ b0 ∈ B we know from
(85) that for every 0 r m we have
br =
2dr∑
t=0
∑
max{0,t−dr }i[ t2 ]
br2i,t−2i , (114)
where br2i,t−2i is an M-invariant element in U(k) of type (2i, t − 2i). Set p = 2[m/2] and define
cp =
p∑
t=0
∑
max{0,t−d }i[ t ]
b
p
2i,t−2i .
p 2
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the K-types of bp of Kostant degree smaller or equal to p. Now, since p is even cp ⊗ Zp ∈
(U(k)M ⊗U(a))W and therefore, by Proposition 2.6, cp ⊗Zp is the leading term of an element
b′p = cp ⊗ Zp + · · · ∈ P(U(g)K) ⊂ B . Next define bp = b − b′p ∈ B . Then, all the K-types
that occur in the p-coefficient of bp have Kostant degree greater than p. Now, considering the
(p − 2)-coefficient of bp we can construct in a similar way an element b′p−2 ∈ P(U(g)K) such
that the coefficients of bp−2 = bp − b′p−2 corresponding to degrees greater than p − 2 are the
same as those of bp , and all the K-types that occur in the (p − 2)-coefficient of bp−2 have
Kostant degree greater than p − 2. Continuing in this way we can define inductively a sequence
bp, bp−2, . . . , b0 of elements of degree at most m in B such that b˜ = b0 has the property that the
K-types that occur in all the even degree coefficients b˜2k of b˜ have Kostant degree greater than
2k, and if m is odd b˜m = bm while if m is even d(bm − b˜m)m.
Now consider the linear subspace B˜ of B consisting of all elements b ∈ B such that, the K-
types b2r2i,j that occur in the 2r-coefficient of b have Kostant degree greater than 2r for all r with
0 2r  deg(b). That is,
B˜ = {b ∈ B: b2r2i,j = 0 if i + j  r and 0 2r  deg(b)}. (115)
Then we have,
Proposition 6.17. Theorem 2.7 holds if and only if B˜ = 0.
Proof. Suppose first that Theorem 2.7 holds and let 0 	= b ∈ B˜ be an element of degree m. Then
m is even and d(bm)  m. On the other hand b ∈ B˜ implies that all K-types that occur in bm
have Kostant degree greater than m. Therefore bm = 0 which is a contradiction, thus B˜ = 0.
Conversely, suppose that B˜ = 0 and let 0 	= b ∈ B be an element of degree m. If m is odd
there exists 0 	= b˜ ∈ B˜ of degree m such that b˜m = bm. This contradicts the hypothesis B˜ = 0.
Therefore m is even and hence bm ⊗Zm ∈ (U(k)M ⊗U(a))W . On the other hand, we know that
there exists b˜ ∈ B˜ of degree at most m such that d(bm − b˜m)m. Now since b˜ = 0 we conclude
that d(bm)m and the proposition follows. 
The advantage of working with b˜ ∈ B˜ instead of b ∈ B is that the coefficients of b˜ corre-
sponding to even powers of Z have a smaller number of K-types than those of b. This fact
is very important since it implies that we will have to handle a smaller number of unknowns
when dealing with the system (108). In some cases this is necessary to assure that one obtains a
nonsingular square subsystem from (108).
Hence from now on we shall assume that b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B˜ , then in view of
Proposition 6.17 we need to show that b = 0. To do this we will prove that P(T ) implies
P(T − 1) for m  T  4m, where P(T ) is the propositional function associated to b and de-
fined in (87). This will be done by proving, for each T , that Q(n) implies Q(n + 1) for every
0  n  min{T ,4m − T }. Observe that if m is even it is enough to show that P([ 3m2 ]) holds,
while if m is odd we must show that P(m − 1) is true, because in both cases this implies that
bm = 0, and therefore that B˜ = 0.
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obtained by removing from R(T ,n) those indexes r such that d(brT−r−n,n) = T − r + n  r .
This new index set is given by,
R˜(T ,n) =
{
r ∈ R(T ,n): r < T + n
2
if r ≡ 0
}
. (116)
Observe that R˜(T ,n) = R(T ,n) if T − n ≡ 1. On the other hand if T − n ≡ 0 it follows from
(116) that
∣∣R˜(T ,n)∣∣= { |R(T ,n)| − max{0, [m2 ] − T+n−44 }, if T − n ≡ 0,|R(T ,n)| − max{0, [m2 ] − T+n−24 }, if T − n ≡ 2, (117)
where the congruence is mod (4). Now Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 can be reformulated as
follows.
Theorem 6.18. Let b = bm⊗Zm+· · ·+b0 ∈ B˜ and take m T  4m and 0 nmin{T ,4m−
T }. If P(T ) and Q(n) are true then for all L such that 0Lmin{2m,T } − n we have∑
r,k
T−n2k+rT−L
Br,k(T ,n,L)DL+2k+r−T
(
br2k,T−r−2k
)
(XX4)
T−kEn
−
∑
r,l
r∈R˜(T ,n)
(−2)l
(
L
l
)(
T − n− l
r − l
)
urT−r−n,n(XX4)(T+r+n)/2EL ≡ 0, (118)
where the congruence is mod (U(k)m+).
Theorem 6.19. Let b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B˜ and take m  T  4m and 0  n 
min{T ,4m− T }. If P(T ) and Q(n) are true then for all L ∈ L(T ,n) we have
∑
r∈R˜(T ,n)
(∑

(−2)
(
L

)(
T − n− 
r − 
))
urT−r−n,n(XX4)(T+r+n)/2 = 0, (119)
where urT−r−n,n = r!(−1)r X˙T−n−r E˙n(brT−n−r,n).
Assume now that b ∈ B˜ has degree m, it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.19 and that
|R˜(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|. Then if we set k = |R˜(T ,n)| − 1 and consider Eqs. (119) corresponding
to {Li = 2i + : 0 i  k} ⊂ L(T ,n), where  = (1 + (−1)n)/2, we obtain a (k + 1)× (k + 1)
system of linear equations in the elements urT−r−n,n whose coefficient matrix A(T ,n) is exactly
the matrix A(T − n) defined in (112) with s = T − n, δ = (1 − (−1)T−n)/2 and corresponding
to the sequence of nonnegative integers {Li = 2i + : 0 i  k}.
We will show later on that whenever T −n ≡ 1, Corollary 6.16 implies that the matrix A(T −
n) is nonsingular, hence we obtain urT−r−n,n = 0 proving that Q(n + 1) is true. On the other
hand, if T − n ≡ 0 the matrix A(T − n) will turn out, in general, to be singular. Therefore in
order to prove that ur = 0 we shall need to consider another system of equations derivedT−r−n,n
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new system.
Assume that T − n = 2ν with 1  k  ν  2k +  − 1. Then in view of Corollary 6.16 the
matrix A(2ν) is singular. Moreover if Ai(2ν) denotes the i-row of the matrix A(2ν) it follows
from the proof of Theorem 6.15 that A(2ν) is singular because Ai(2ν) = Aν−i−(2ν) for ν−k−
  i  ν − k −  +m(2ν)− 1 if k + 1 ν and 0 i m(2ν)− 1 if ν = k. Where m(2ν) is the
multiplicity of 2ν as a root of detA(s) and is given by (113). That is, the square system obtained
from Theorem 6.19 is singular because it has m(2ν) pairs of equal equations. Then our strategy
will consist in replacing one of the equations in each one of these pairs by a new equation taken
from Theorem 6.18. We shall indicate now how these new equations are obtained. Set
L′(T ,n) = {L: 0 L< min{n,min{2m,T } − n+ 1}, L ≡ n}. (120)
For each L ∈ L′(T ,n) the first sum in Eq. (118) is empty, therefore the second sum of (118),
after using Corollary 4.10, gives a new equation in the elements urT−r−n,n with r ∈ R˜(T ,n). In
order to assure that we have sufficiently many new equations we need to show, in each case, that
m(2ν) |L′(T ,n)|. If this is the case we consider the equations corresponding to the first m(2ν)
elements of L′(T ,n) and use them to replace the equations corresponding to the rows Ai(2ν) for
k + 1 − m(2ν) i  k if ν  k + 1 and k + 1 − m(2k) −   i  k −  if ν = k. If A′(T − n)
denote the coefficient matrix of this new (k + 1) × (k + 1) system of linear equations it follows
that A′(T −n) is defined as in (112) with s = T −n, δ = 0 and corresponding to the sequence of
nonnegative integers {L′i : 0 i  k} defined as follows. If k + 1 ν, ν +  ≡ 1 and ′ = 1 − 
we set
L′i =
{
2i + , 0 i  k −m(2ν),
2(i − ν + k +  −m(2ν))+ ′, k + 1 −m(2ν) i  k; (121)
and if ν +  ≡ 0 set
L′i =
{
2i + , 0 i  k −m(2ν),
2(i − ν + k +  −m(2ν)− 1)+ ′, k + 1 −m(2ν) i  k. (122)
On the other hand, if ν = k and k +  ≡ 1 we define,
L′i =
{
2(i −m(2k))+ ′, k + 1 −m(2k)−   i  k − ,
2i + , all other i’s; (123)
and if k +  ≡ 0 we set
L′i =
{
2(i −m(2k)− 1)+ ′, k + 1 −m(2k)−   i  k − ,
2i + , all other i’s. (124)
In the following proposition we show that the system of equations considered above is non-
singular.
Proposition 6.20. Let b = bm⊗Zm+· · ·+b0 ∈ B˜ , m T  4m and 0 nmin{T ,4m−T } be
such that P(T ) and Q(n) are true. Assume that |R˜(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)| and set k = |R˜(T ,n)|− 1.
Then if T − n = 2ν with 1 k  ν  2k +  − 1 and m(2ν) |L′(T ,n)| the coefficient matrix
A′(T − n) of the system defined above is nonsingular. In particular Q(n+ 1) is true.
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R = {L′i + L′j : 0 i < j  k}. Consider first k + 1 ν. If ν +  ≡ 1 it follows from (113) that
m(2ν) = (2k + 1 +  − ν)/2, hence using (121) we get
max(R ∩ 2Z) = max{4(ν − k −  +m(2ν))+ 2 − 6,4(2k − ν +  −m(2ν))− 2}
= max{2ν − 4,4k − 2ν − 2} = 2ν − 4.
On the other hand, if ν +  ≡ 0 it follows from (113) that m(2ν) = (2k +  − ν)/2, hence from
(122) we get
max(R ∩ 2Z) = max{4(ν − k −  +m(2ν))+ 2 − 2,4(2k − ν +  −m(2ν))− 2 − 4}
= max{2ν − 2,4k − 2ν − 4} = 2ν − 2.
In both cases 2ν /∈ R ∩ 2Z.
Now consider ν = k. If k +  ≡ 1 it follows from (113) that m(2k) = (k + 1 − )/2, hence
using (123) we obtain {L′i : 0 i  k} = {0,1, . . . , k} if  = 0 and {L′i : 0 i  k} = {0,1, . . . ,
k − 1,2k + 1} if  = 1. Therefore,
R ∩ 2Z =
{ {2j : 1 j  k − 1}, if  = 0,
{2j : 1 j  k − 2} ∪ {2j : k + 1 j  3k/2}, if  = 1.
On the other hand, if k +  ≡ 0 it follows from (113) that m(2k) = (k − )/2, hence it follows
from (124) that {L′i : 0 i  k} = {0,1, . . . , k} if  = 0 and {L′i : 0 i  k} = {0,1, . . . , k − 3,
k − 2, k,2k + 1} if  = 1. Hence,
R ∩ 2Z =
{ {2j : 1 j  k − 1}, if  = 0,
{2j : 1 j  k − 1} ∪ {2j : k + 1 j  (3k + 1)/2}, if  = 1.
Therefore in both cases it is clear that 2k /∈ R ∩ 2Z, as we wanted to prove. This completes
the proof of the proposition. 
Let b = bm ⊗ Zm + · · · + b0 ∈ B˜ . As we indicated before our goal is to show that bm = 0,
which implies that B˜ = 0. Our approach to this problem consist in proving that P(T ) implies
P(T − 1) for m T  4m. This is done in two stages, first we consider 2m + 1 T  4m and
then m  T  2m. For each T in either one of these two regions we prove that Q(n) implies
Q(n+ 1) for every 0 nmin{T ,4m−T }. To do this we use the system of equations obtained
from Theorem 6.19 whenever it is nonsingular, and when this system is singular we prove that
the hypothesis of Proposition 6.20 are satisfied and therefore it follows that Q(n + 1) holds.
We summarize these results in the following two propositions, corresponding to each one of the
regions defined above. Since the calculations are very technical, and they are similar in both
cases, we will only give complete details in the case 2m + 1  T  4m, and for the region
m T  2m we will only give an outline of the proof.
Proposition 6.21. Let m 1 and 2m+ 1 T  4m. Then P(T − 1) follows from P(T ). There-
fore P(2m) holds.
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or equivalently that urT−r−n,n = 0, for every 0 n 4m − T and every r ∈ R˜(T ,n). To do this
we show that Q(n) implies Q(n+ 1).
Observe that for T  2m + 1 we have 4[m/2] − T < 0, hence from (117) we obtain that
R˜(T ,n) = R(T ,n) for every 0 n 4m−T . On the other hand, in view of Lemma 6.8 we have
|R(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|. Thus if we set k = |R(T ,n)| − 1 and we consider in the system (119) the
equations corresponding to {Li = 2i + : 0  i  k} ⊂ L(T ,n) where  = (1 + (−1)n)/2, we
obtain a (k + 1)× (k + 1) system of linear equations in the elements urT−r−n,n whose coefficient
matrix is the matrix A(T − n) defined in (112) for s = T − n, corresponding to the sequence
{Li = 2i + : 0 i  k} and δ = (1 − (−1)T−n)/2.
Assume first that 3m  T  4m. Then it follows from (110) and (111) that 2|R(T ,n)| =
4m − T − n + 1 + (1 − (−1)T−n)/2 for every 0  n  4m − T . Hence 4k + 2( + δ − 1) =
8m+ 2 − 2(T + n)− 2 and therefore T − n = 3T + n− 2(T + n)m+ 4k + 2( + δ − 1)
1 + 4k + 2( + δ − 1). Then in view of Corollary 6.16 the matrix A(T − n) is nonsingular,
therefore urT−r−n,n = 0 for every r ∈ R(T ,n), proving that Q(n+ 1) holds.
Next assume that 2m + 1 T  3m − 1. To analyze the matrix A(T − n) we shall consider
two cases: T − n ≡ 1 and T − n ≡ 0. If n is such that T − n ≡ 1 it follows from (110) and (111)
that
2k + δ =
{
2[m−12 ] + 1, if 0 n 3m− T ,
4m− T − n, if 3m− T + 1 n 4m− T .
Then if 0 n  3m − T we have T − n 2T − 3mm + 2 > 2k + δ. On the other hand,
if 3m − T + 1  n  4m − T we get T − n = 4m − T − n + 2(T − 2m) > 2k + δ. Hence for
every 0 n 4m−T we have T −n > 2k+ δ, which is one of the conditions of Corollary 6.16.
Furthermore, since T − n ≡ 1 it follows from the same corollary that the matrix A(T − n) is
nonsingular, therefore Q(n+ 1) holds.
Assume now that n is such that T − n ≡ 0. In this case δ = 0 and from (110) and (111) we
obtain
2k + δ =
{
2[m2 ] + 1, if 0 n 3m− T ,
4m− T − n, if 3m− T + 1 n 4m− T . (125)
Then, as in the previous case, a simple calculation shows that T − n  2(k + 1) for every
0  n  4m − T . Hence if we set T − n = 2ν we get ν  k + 1. Also it is easy to verify that
ν  2k +  − 1 if and only if n T + 2 − 4k − 2. Hence if 0 n < T + 2 − 4k − 2 it follows
from Corollary 6.16 that the matrix A(T − n) is nonsingular, therefore for these values of n we
obtain that Q(n+ 1) holds.
Let us assume now that n is such that k+1 ν  2k+ −1. In this case the matrix A(T −n)
is singular, then to show that Q(n+1) holds we use Proposition 6.20. To do this we need to check
that m(2ν) |L′(T ,n)|, where L′(T ,n) is the set defined in (120). We begin by observing that
for T  2m+ 1 we have,
∣∣L′(T ,n)∣∣= {[n2 ] , if 0 nm,2m+1+−n , if m+ 1 n 4m− T . (126)2
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0  n  3m − T . Then, since T  2m + 1, we have n < m and therefore |L′(T ,n)| = [n/2].
Also it follows from (125) that
m(2ν) =
[
4[m/2] + 2 + 2 + n− T
4
]

[
n+ 1 + 2
4
]

[
n
2
]
= ∣∣L′(T ,n)∣∣,
as we wanted to prove.
Now consider 3m− T + 1 n 4m− T . Then it follows from (125) that
m(2ν) =
[
8m+ 2 + 2 − 3T − n
4
]

[
n+ 
2
]
=
[
n
2
]
.
Also, since T  2m+ 1 and n 4m− T , we get 4m− 3T + n < 0 which in turns implies that
m(2ν) =
[
8m+ 2 + 2 − 3T − n
4
]
<
2m+ 1 +  − n
2
.
Hence in view of (126) we obtain that m(2ν)  |L′(T ,n)|. This completes the proof of the
proposition. 
Proposition 6.22. If m  1 and m  T  2m then P(T − 1) follows from P(T ). Therefore
P(m− 1) holds.
Proof. For any m T  2m we have 0 n T . Hence, as in the previous proposition, we need
to show that urT−r−n,n = 0 for every 0 n T and every r ∈ R˜(T ,n).
Let m T  2m and assume that n is such that T − n ≡ 1. It follows from Lemma 6.8 that
|R(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|. Hence if we set k = |R(T ,n)| − 1 and we consider Eqs. (119) associated
to the sequence {Li = 2i + : 0  i  k} ⊂ L(T ,n), where  = (1 + (−1)n)/2, we obtain a
(k + 1) × (k + 1) system of linear equations in the elements urT−r−n,n whose coefficient matrix
is the matrix A(T −n) defined in (112) for s = T −n, δ = 1, and the sequence {Li = 2i+ : 0
i  k}.
Now it follows from (110) and (111) that
2k + δ =
{
2[m−12 ] + 1, if 0 n T −m,
T − n, if T −m+ 1 n T .
Then, if 0  n  T − m we get T − n m  2k + δ, and for T − m + 1  n  T we have
T − n = 2k + δ. Hence for every 0  n  T the first condition of Corollary 6.16 is satisfied.
Furthermore, since T − n ≡ 1 it follows from the same corollary that the matrix A(T − n) is
nonsingular, therefore urT−r−n,n = 0 for every r ∈ R(T ,n), proving that Q(n+ 1) holds.
On the other hand, if m T  2m and n is such that T − n ≡ 0 it is convenient to consider
the following situations:
(i) 0 n < T −m,
(ii) n = T −m and n ≡ 1,
(iii) T −m+ 1 n T and n ≡ 1,
(iv) T −m n T and n ≡ 0.
1050 A. Brega et al. / Journal of Algebra 320 (2008) 996–1050Observe that in cases (i), (ii) and (iii) Lemma 6.8 implies that |R˜(T ,n)| |L(T ,n)|. Hence if
we set k = |R˜(T ,n)| − 1 and consider Eqs. (119) associated to the sequence {Li = 2i + : 0
i  k} ⊂ L(T ,n), where  = (1 + (−1)n)/2, we obtain a (k + 1) × (k + 1) system of linear
equations in the elements urT−r−n,n whose coefficient matrix is the matrix A(T − n) defined in
(112) for s = T − n, δ = 0, and corresponding to the sequence {Li = 2i + : 0  i  k}. This
is the system of equations that we use in these cases. In order to analyze whether the matrix
A(T − n) is nonsingular or not one needs to consider each case separately.
A similar situation arise in case (iv) although in this case the calculations are more cumber-
some. 
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